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ARGENT'S
HACKED
DOWN HIT
"OF COURSE everyone's telling us now that they always
knew it would make the Top Ten but we honestly didn't
believe it for one minute."
Robert Henrit, Argent's drummer, was still slightly amazed

the sudden propulsion of "Hold Your Head Up" into the
higher reaches of the chart.
Now that the record has
started moving the offers have
at

by

been pouring in. American
tours, British tours, anything
seems possible now.
"We've still got a number of
smaller bookings that we're com-

ANDREW

mitted to," says Henrit, "but the
latest offers are quite a bit more

TYLER

"Hold Your Head Up" has a
to have been part of an album

gig at London's LiC.A. - a night

impressive."

strange history. It was originally

they prefer to forget.

the group were making to promote

came as a result of Rod's association with The Zombies. "Time
Of The Season" had been a hit

their British tour last September.
But Peter Bown, their E.M.I. engineer, was taken ill mid -production and the band decided to
shelve it. They put out a maxi -

instead - including a 61
minute version of "Hold Your
single

Initial

interest

in

the

States

the year before and Americans

were still Zombies mad. "But
now," says Russ Ballard, the
group's guitarist, "we're being ac-

organist Rod Argent and fellow

cepted as ourselves. The Americans are very open-minded about
things like that.

the next five months. In Decem-

when he was 15-11 long years
ago. It was called "The Lost
City" and was recorded by The

the song which meant that they
trimmed more than a minute from
a solo passage and some other

Adam Faith's old backing group.

Up,"

Head

written

by

their

ex -Zombie Chris White.
But it turned out to be a sleeper,.
selling a sluggish 250 a day during

ber C.B.S. decided to "re -service"

small pieces, and re -issued it as
a single.
The group weren't pleased with

the company's hack job but

it

nonetheless did the trick. Sales
rocketed-selling anything from
21 to 12 thousand in a single day.

"Now," says Bob Henrit, "we
find ourselves 'phoning the office
to see how it's selling and Rod's

Russ

wrote his first number

Shadows five years later. Then,
with Bob Henrit, came a five year
association with The Roulettes,

The pair were also the "Pius
Two" of Unit Four Plus Two and
recorded "Concrete And Clay"

among other things.
After the Zombies split in 1968,
Rod approached Jim Radford,

who's spent a number of years
with

the

Mike

Cotton

Sound

and the pair eventually persuaded
the other two to join up.

beginning to talk about sales patterns and things, which is really

nothing

to do with music. But

Boogie with DISC

we're all really interested.
"Our date sheet is bulging as a

result of the single but it's a hit

album we're really after."
That's something they hope to
achieve with "All Together Now,"

the production that should have

been released last September.
Says Jim Radford, bass guitarist
and Rod's cousin: "It's the

strongest thing we've ever done.
We're really knocked out by it.
It's getting much nearer to what
we want to hear and it's much
more as we are on stage. People
have always been amazed at the
difference between our stage sound

and the way we come over on
records. We're much heavier than
a lot of people imagine."
There'll be a full British tour

early summer and an American
visit in August or September. They
already have something of a fol-

lowing in the States. They toured
two years ago, playing both Fill mores.

The American concerts were, in

dates as
Argent, discounting a launching
fact,

their

very first

This week I have news for
regular _DISC readers

about next week.

NEXT WEEK DISC is
different and bigger and
better.

NEXT WEEK DISC will

have a bigger page size and
there will be more of
them.

we will be listening to will
be today's music.
Disc has retained all its

strength but added some
new names, features and
reader services to make
Disc the paper for today's
music. In addition to JOHN
PEEL:

ALEXIS KORNER starts
a monthly column on his

NEXT WEEK DISC is return from America.
different because we will MICHAEL WALE-arch
be listening to the music critic of the music press
differently and the music and one of Britain's most

knowledgeable music writers
starts his fortnightly column

.

up-to-the-minute news service and features. And

DEAL' a free

and readers alike get a fair

page 12.

where nothing will be safe
from his perceptive pennot even Disc.

deal.

LISA

FREE EVERY WEEK a

ROBINSON and
JOHN MENDELSOHN will

be covering America, East

and West, hearing the music
differently and presenting it

to you in their highly in-

dividualistic ways.
DISC'S STAFF of specialist
writers will be bringing you
features on Rock, Folk
Soul . . . and Pop, plus our

be here to see that musicians

colour poster in a series of
"Action Gallery" portraits
of today's musicians.

FREE EVERY WEEK a
great new reader service

for record freaks. You can
buy or sell or exchange
records through ' BIG

one day earlier next week

classified

advertisement service for
readers. Full details on
Boogie with Disc every week.

Fill in the order form on page
five and reserve your copy
now.

You can

see

us

on

television on Wednesday, April
12, between 7 p.m.. and

9 p.m.
Remember Disc will be on
sale from next week on Wednesday.

then, stay dose to

some music. - Gavin Petrie,
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GUIDE TO THE

BY ROSALIND RUSSELL

WEEK'S EVENTS

,

oar arel d S

41 CUMBERLAND ST.,

Mon. Apl 3
for one week

BIRMINGHAM

1

THE IN CROWD

Thurs.-Sat.
April 6-8

PERCY SLEDGE

Sun. Apl. 9
in concert

THE ROY YOUNG BAND

THE CARIB (Manchester)

ELIZABETHAN

A FAMILIAR line-up to go with familiar sounds the Stones "Milestones" album has gone into the
chart to show that their old material can still sell.
Perhaps it's a new generation of music freaks who

Presents throughout April

Sat. Apl. 8

PAT

BARN

KELLY

Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Telephone 30433

THE
ELGINS

Sat. Apl. 15

Monday, April 10

JOHNNY
NASH

Sat. Apl 22

DONNIE
ELBERT

EDWIN

Sat. Apl. 29

STARR

plus C.S. DISCO

CARIB CLUB, BLOND HALL,
10 QUEENS ROAD, CHEETHAM,
MANCHESTER 8
TEL. 061-205 1795

8.30 p.m. -12.30 a.m.

Live

View

London Bumpers, tonight (Thursday), CMU, 8 p.m. 50p. Marquee,
Morgan and Gracious, 8 p.m.
Halifax New Victoria, Price and

Sandie Shaw appears in a new
series tomorrow (Friday) in a

Michael Blount, 8 p.m.
and
Birmingham
Rebecca's
Barbarella's, Percy Sledge.
Bracknell Sports Centre, Slade,

his

Fame with Wooden Horse and

7.30 p.m. Advance 70p, at door
80p.

Newcastle City Hall, Spinners,
7.30. Tickets 40p, 55p, 70p, 90p.

FRIDAY (7)
Bournemouth Chelsea Village,
Donnie Elbert, 8 p.m. 60p.
Derby Cleopatra's, Status Quo,
7.30 p.m. 40p.
London Bumpers, Middle of

the Road, 8 p.m. Admission £1.
High Wycombe Town Hall,
Barclay James Harvest and Keith
Christmas, 7.30 p.m. 60p.

Enjoy exciting CARIBBEAN NIGHTS
at the WHISKY A GOGO 33-37 Wardour St. Piccadilly
Where ALL NATIONS meet. DANCE & DINE with CABARET.
8 p.m. -3.30 a.m. EVERY NIGHT. Discotheque and Live Groups.
Apply for Membership Now. Tel. 437 7676

Hemel

Pavilion,

Hempstead

Price and Fame with Wooden
Town

Hall,

Spinners,

London Hammersmith Odeon,
_Temptations and Carla Thomas.

SATURDAY (8)
Cambridge

Corn

Exchange,

Groundhogs, 8 p.m. In advance
65p, at door 75p.

SPECIAL

ANNOUNCEMENT

London Festival Hall, Dubliners, 6.15 p.m. and 9 p.m. Tickets
£1.30, £1.10, 90p, 70p, 509. Albert Hall, Jimmy Webb, 7.30

orchestra

1180

eye Span and Amazing Blondel,
7.40 p.m. Tickets 75p, 65p, 50p,

40p.

Nottingham

Theatre

Royal,

Temptations and Carla Thomas.

MONDAY (10)

ROOM at the TOP
High Road, Ilford, ESSEX.
Tel. 01-478 5588

Bradford St George's Hall,
Slade, 7.30 p.m.
Stevenage
Locarno,
Percy
Sledge, 8 p.m.
London Albert Hall, Temptations and Carla Thomas, 7.30 p.m.
Newcastle City Hall, Tony Bennett, 7.30 p.m. Tickets 75p to
£2.

WED.

APRIL
26th

DANTA
(booked by December Associates)

+
Radio London DJ

RONNIE VINCENT
Normal Admission 60p
Admission for DISC readers 40p

* BRING THIS AD FOR ADMISSION *
AT 40p

less likely. The album 'is one of many which includes

in

old songs, but some of the best are here -"Satisfaction," "Get Off My Cloud," and "I Wanna Be Your

9.05 p.M.).

The Jackson Five are the guests
on the first of another new series
on Saturday, "It All Started
With . . . " (LWT 12.15 p.m.).
The first part of the Country
Music Festival is being shown in
a 45 -minute show on Sunday -

Man."

Natural Acoustic Band's Kry-

sia Kocjan has recovered from her

Hip

damaged leg and the 'band is resuming work. Their album is re-

the second part will be shown next

Sunday. (BBC 2-7.25 p.m.).
The Old Grey Whistle Test this
week features Jonathan Kelly and

Vinegar Joe (Tuesday, BBC 211.05 p.m.).

John Denver has been signed to
do a one hour special for BBC 2,
to be taped in London this June.
He has also been voted "Best Selling Folk Artist for 1971" by the
National Association of Rack
Merchandisers, beating other nomi-

nees Dylan, Baez, Judy Collins,
Kristofferson and Gordon light -

Listen

foot.

Sounds of the Seventies on Thursday features Eddie "Guitar" Burns
and Quintessence. Tomorrow,
guests are Audience, Mike Chat-

Folk

ham, Mike Maran and Stackwaddy. Other Sounds of the Seventies shows feature review and discussions.

1110 Folk on Sunday this week has

McCalmans and the Pendlefolk
(Radio 2-4 p.m.).

4 p.m.).

Folk on Sunday features the

McCalmans and the Pendlefolk.
Introduced by Jim Lloyd, produced by Frances Line (Radio 2-

D

Edmonton Regal, Marmalade,
7.30 p.m. Tickets £1.50, £1.25, £1,
80p, 50p.
Southport Floral Hall, Price
Michael Blount, 8 p.m.
Croydon Fairfield Hall, Steel -

at

featured

leased April 21st.

New sounds
Out next Friday (April 14) is 'the
new single from Al Green -"Look

What You Done For Me." Also
released are Peter Yarow-"River
Of Jordan," Crazy Horse -"All
Alone Now," Ruby Jones -"46th
Street," Carol Woods - "Real
Thing In The Sunshine," Martha

Valez - "Boogie Kitchen," Spring
Water -"Listen Everybody," Hank
Williams - "Jamabalaya," Donnie
Elbert -"Little Piece Of Leather,"

Richard Henry - "Sweet Maria"
and Eddie Hardin -"Why Does
Everybody Put Me Down."

p.m. Tickets £1.50, £1.25, £1, 80p,
60p, 30p.
Liverpool Empire, Temptations
and Carla Thomas.

and Fame, Wooden Horse and

NIGHT

are

Sounds for Saturday (BBC 2-

SUNDAY (9)
I

not even recognise this photo of Bill, Keith, the late
lamented Brian Jones, Charlie and Mick, but that's

On Saturday, James Last and

Horse and Michael Blount, 7.45
p.m.
Hull
8 p.m.

missed their early sounds first time round. They might

kids' programme Zingalong (LWT
4.40 p.m.)

TUESDAY (11)
Watford Town Hall, Sandy
Denny, Michael Chapman and

Medicine Head, 7.30 p.m. Tickets
60p, 75p, 85p, £1.
Bristol Colston Hall, Settlers,
7.30 p.m.
Newcastle City Hall, Grateful
Dead, 7.30 p.m. Tickets 50p, 75p,
£1, £1.25.

WEDNESDAY (12)
Aberdeen Music Hall, Uriah
Heep, 7.30 p.m.
Nairn Ballerina, Rock -n -Roll
Allstars, 7.30 p.m.

Sheffield City Hall, Slade, 7.30

p.m.

Manchester Free Trade Hall,
Temptations and Carla Thomas,
7.30 p.m.

Newcastle City Hall, Middle of
the Road, 7.30 p.m.
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CLUES ACROSS
1. Zeppelin vocalist (6, 5)
6. Like an Afro hair -style -or like the police?
(5)

7. Gerry? (6)
8. Holly in this forest? (8)
Are A-Changin' " (4)
9. "The Times
10. Deep voice heard at headquarters (4)
13. The flora and fauna of Wings (4, 4)

I DISC, 161 Fleet Street, London, EC4P 4AA

16. Miss Newton -John (6)
17. A heap on a ridge (5)
18. No demons led astray by this DJ (4, 7)

CLUES DOWN
1. Jeff Beck is this as well as ready (5)
2. Strange label for Frank Zappa (7)
3. Two Joneses and one drum (6)

10

4. Penny's little road (4)
5. The idiot's in the soup (6)
9. List not altered for Steve (7)
11. Greek god No. 100 produces joy (6)
12. Uriah Heep magician (6)
14. A group's countenances (5)
15. Levi turns wicked (4)

LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION AND WINNERS
ACROSS: 1. Chantilly. 7. Caper. 8. Pen -Ned. 9. So -long.

10. Empire. 13. Grime's. 15. Argent. 18. Asylum. 19.
Chain(Gang). 20. Townshend. DOWN: 1. Capaldi. 2.
Arrange. 3. Tops(rev.). 4. Line-up. 5. Aces. 6. Eddie.
11. Miracle. 12. Ireland. 13. Great. 14. Mellow. 16.
Tony. 17. Amps.

Scotland. John Mason. 7 Avon Court, Braund Avenue,
Greenford. Middx. Joseph Mann, 38 Jalland Street.
Holderness Road, Hull. Yorks. Jim Mansfield, 17
Broomhill Court, Woodford Green, Essex. W. Reeves.
143 Herbert Road. High Wycombe. Bucks.
Mrs. I. Cole. 38 Newton Road. Swanage, Dorset. Mick
Purves,

2

Inchmead

Drive.

Kelso,

Roxburghshire,

mom

six correct entries win FREE LPs. Send
answers by first post Monday to: `Diseword,'

IlliFiirst

ADDRESS

1
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WHAT A LOVELY WAR!

OH

JONATHAN KELLY is Irish, a singer with deeply
held beliefs, but his way of approaching trouble
is subtle and very sincere. Onstage, he sings
by himself, playing an acoustic guitar, although on his
new album, he uses other musicians and electric instruments for some of the numbers. A few of the songs are
pure fantasy and mark the beginning of a new line of
ideas for Jonathan.
"I draw on fantasy and and the winter, he feels that
illusion because there is no
political solution to present
day problems, so the answer

must lie in the hearts and
souls of men. So if I start
shouting politics

I

don't

think I'll get much over to
my audience.

"The entertainment platdoesn't

form

create

the

right environment for that

because it's all one wayartist to audience. It's very
bad to start making money
out

of political ideology.

The Northern Irish question

is one of economy and it's

aggression has been on the
rise.

I'd rather get to people's

consciences by trying to revitalise the music. Apathy

is setting in like a rock. I
used to spend a lot of my
time with friends and
Guinness, sitting in base-

ments talking about it, but
now they are part of militant groups, willing to set

thousands of pounds publi-

cising it, just to have a hit
record.

and peaceful songs, rather
than songs about peace,

uses for his fantasy songs,
isn't copied, but perhaps is
loosely based on old Irish
folk tales. "The Ballad of
Cursed Anna" tells a story
of an enchanted forest which

SINCERE
"That reduces the tragedy
in Ireland to a nicely complied situation, exactly the
way television does it. That's
just making lot of money

for people who don't give
a shit about the country.
It's the same as Ted Kennedy trying to win an elec-

tion on it, just using it to
attract attention to himself."

Illusion is the way Jonathan Kelly chooses to use
his music towards a purposeful end. His aims aren't
new or original but can bear

some re -telling. He is attempting to rouse some interest in audiences which

are showing signs of apathy

at the moment. Since the
of flower power,
killed off by commercialism

POLITICS AND MUSIC MAKE AN UNEASY
ALLIANCE, BUT FOR A FEW YEARS NOW

MUSICIANS HAVE BEEN USING THE

PLATFORM OF THEIR MUSIC AND THE
SOCIAL POSITION THEY HAVE GAINED
FROM IT, TO AIR PERSONAL POLITICAL
VIEWS TO A RECEPTIVE AND OFTEN
IDEALISTIC AUDIENCE.
MORE RECENTLY THERE HAS BEEN A

SPATE OF SONGS ABOUT THE IRISH

SITUATION, BUT THEY APPEAR TO HAVE

BACKFIRED AS THE IRISH DON'T SEE
WHAT BUSINESS IT IS OF PEOPLE WHO

AREN'T DIRECTLY CONCERNED IN THEIR
PROBLEMS.

by ROSALIND RUSSELL

upon people."
So by using magical tales

hopes to calm his
a great shame to write a Jonathan
song about it, spending listeners. The material he

decline

3

holds awful things in store
for young travelling men.

"Hyde Park Angels" also in-

volves an unreal situation.

"If I'd gone to a proper
Irish school instead of the

elitist one I did go to, I'd
have been given the Tain
to study. It's a book of

his

IT'S A sad fact that death
and destruction, be it of

from them as he gives. He's
been concentrating on that

good copy for newspapers

back seat.

Whether they use it to demonstrate personal horror or
to exploit it as a commercial

communicate

so much recently that his
writing has had to take a

The album he has

are amazing tales and I have
only just got round to reading them. I'm trying to make

up for lost ground. It's not

because I want to feel more

Irish, but I think it's a pity

not to take the culture from
the area you know. So I've
started dealing in illusion."

An essential part of his
is being able to

stage act

just

brought out is much better
than the first one he did.

The arrangements have more

in common with the song
and surprisingly,
some of the sounds are
content,

harder than you would expect from Jonathan Kelly's
gentle philosophy.

people or ideals, makes

and

songwriters

COMMERCIAL
"As far as I am concerned

alike.

proposition, is left to their
own consciences. Even if they

mean to sympathise, it's not
always certain that the victims, as in Ireland, want their
opinions.
Paul McCartney, Allan Tay-

and

mime

dancer

Tony Creran, went out to the

with a partner, and we had

acoustic guitar and fiddle.
"We

doing

were

hillbilly

music to all the new recruits

"It was the most satisfying
thing ever. They appreciated
it so much and I really think

`what's all this shit.' Luckily
we're not doing that anymore.

played. We felt as if we all

in New York. We, and the

we did get started in the hall."
The Strawbs are soon off to

they might think we are rather

The

Strawbs

have

been a little more subtle. They
have used film of

shot in Ireland
documentary

in

type

a general
of

film,

sacrificed technical perfec-

This is not to accuse them of
exploitation, as I believe they,
at least, are sincere in their
beliefs. But it does give them
a chance to show where their

the studio, sang the song
by myself, and the other
musicians picked up on it

Strawbs,

making records about the Irish

McGuinness -Flint

cashed in on the sorrow by

which features destruction, as

worked out fine. I went into

show to begin, Jonathan, the

have

lor,

there isn't one commercial
song on that album. We've

tion to get the atmosphere
we wanted, and I think it

ST RAWBS' Dave Cousins

queue and performed there, on
the street.

tragedy.

Celtic mythology, where the

super -hero is a young guy
who can kill wolfhounds at
the swing of a club. They

with

audience, to get as much

background to some of their
songs for cinema distribution.

sympathies lie.

as we went along, then when

PURPOSEFUL

we thought we had it, we
put it down."

Strawbs leader Dave Cousins

feels

strongly about lack of

political leadership, especially

among the young, and tries to
explain why they have chosen

and

they

were

wondering,

But I do wonder if they will

it was the best date I have ever

understand Glimpse of Heaven

knew each other by the time

song, are so pastoral and they

America but wonder if their
music will be understood.

"I think our music is right
for America now. I think that
they'll appreciate the way we
do it, although that's not to
say that our British audiences
don't. We flatter ourselves that
nobody else plays like us. No
one

else

plays

autoharp

through a fuzz box for a start.
I think the travelling might
get me down, but we are only
going for a month. I've played
American bases in Germany
but that was before the Strawbs.

I was playing bluegrass banjo

are

so

aggressive.

However,

quaint. We do have a total
contrast

in

our

songs.

and 'The Sheep' was deliberately written to be nasty."
The tour is likely to be an
exhausting one for Dave Cousins at least.
"Singing onstage is a great
emotional strain for me. I
can't talk to people after a con-

cert, until I calm down a bit.
It will probably slow down my

writing output too. I have to
mean everything that I write
and sing these days, so it
obviously takes longer to get
anything written down."

to highlight social unrest in

their songs.
"I feel there is a lack of
direction today, and that is

shown by the unemployment
figures. I think that if young
people were harnessed, they'll
be the only way of changing
society. I was going to stand
for Parliament at one time, in
Hounslow, and call the party
the Young People's Voice. It

4 TIMES WINNER OF
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

DAVE NEWMAN

was not intended to be a publicity stunt.
"Unfortunately it didn't hap-

pen. For one thing we were
very busy at the time and I
couldn't find time to write out
a manifesto. I was very sincere. There was no intention
of becoming another Screaming Lord Strtch. I might still
do it. But the only way things

can be changed is within the
existing social structure. Our
attitudes have to change."

The Strawbs have recently
completed a tour with Irish Jon-

St

athan Kelly. His beliefs are as
heart felt, but not as direct in

11!

execution. They found they had

a lot in common. When they
played Newcastle the hall was

JONATHAN KELLY . . . deep beliefs

hit by a power failure, so not
to disappoint the people who
were waiting outside for the

'In

Amongst The Roses' is violent

THE LION SLEEPS TONIGHT
7N 45134
RYE RECORDS (SALES) LTD
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DISC REGRETS . .
We regret that, in line
with other weekly publications, Disc has had to be reduced in size this week.
JOE COCKER will make his long-awaited British comeback at the star-studded Great Western

Express Whitsun Festival (May 26-29).
He will be joined by his new band, Concert, led by Chris Stainton, and other new signings include the
Strawbs, Stone The Crows, Incredible String Band, Genesis, Nazareth, Brewer's Droop, Natural Acoustic
Band, new group Dundee, and American singer/impressionist Billy Joel.
Additional acts include Hungary's Locomotiv GT, Focus, from Holland, and Germany's Rattles.
Already announced for the Great Western Express -backed by actor Stanley Baker and Lord Harlech-are
the Faces, Don McLean, Beach Boys, Lindisfarne, Humble Pie, Rory Gallagher, John Baldry, Buddy Miles,
Groundhogs, Billy Preston and Sha Na Na.

Country

Universities
COUNTRY JOE McDONALD
arrives in Britain on April 24 for
a university tour. He is also due
to appear at the Bickershaw Festival near Manchester, plus TV
and radio promotion. Full dates:
Hull University (April 27), Lou-

edited by

min T;EDGERWOOD

(13).

REX feature on London
Weekend TV's educational series

NEMS' Peter Bowyer, will again
be staged at the Roundhouse -be-

Ages" episode.
GALLAGHER AND LYLE and
Gillian McPherson open five-day
London Music Workshop season

Line-ups so far announced are:
America (April 30), Family (May
1), US band to be confirmed (2),
Wishbone Ash (3), Rory Gallagher

4).

(5),

The

to appear and we're also hoping
for

T. Rex and the Who."

Slade, Bee Gees, Lulu, Stone

The Crows, Sandie Shaw, Labi

the series will be repeated and networked nationally.

Tony Blackburn and Mike Raven
are among the names for London

Siffre,
Sweet

Meanwhile, Argent have been
signed for a week-long TV/radio

and concert tour from June

Pop People" -a six -week
series featuring the Second Gen-

The

with another American trip in mid August.

eration

and

(6.15-7 p.m.).

starting

June

la

DEAD'S Jerry Garcia

"Unfortunately, there won't be

DEAD PLAY

ALL DAY
ALL DAY at

the Bickershaw

Festival on Sunday, May 7. The

OUR TOP 20 LP'S

all drastically

band wil present their own
musical history from the time

List Our

reduced

Price Price

SIMONS

Britain's best bargain buys
1. Machine Head
The name you can trust
Deep Purple £2.15 £1.90
2. Paul Simon LP £2.29 £2.05 16 Ripple Road, Barking, Essex
3. Harvest -Neil
Young
£2.29 £2.05
01-594 1632
4. My People and

order yours today.

Motown box set containing
five LPs plus 38 page booklet. Decade of Motown
(very limited edition). List

price £8.50 -Our price £7.75.
(very few left)

Brand

new

Motown

Rex Double £2.10 £1.85 50p OFF ANY OF THESE ALBUMS
5. Historical Figures- Canned
1. Mud Slide Slim - James
Heat
£2.15 £1.90
£2.09 £1.59
Taylor
6. New Led Zep2. Blood Sweat & Tears pelin
£2.29 £2.05
£2.09 £1.59
Four
7. Slade Alive
£2.00 £1.75 3. Tarkus - Emerson, Lake
& Thick As A
£2.10 £1.60
& Palmer
Brick- Jethro
4. Madman Across The
Tull
.

£2.09 £1.85

Tyne - Lindisfarne

£2.29 £1.79
Water - Elton John
5. Saturday Morning Pic£2.00 £1.50
tures -Stray

BARGAIN BOX
Experience Hendrix £1.60

Black Moses-Issac Hayes

£3.60

Benefit Jethro Tull ... £1.50
In the Wake of Posie-

with

reduction

as

Duul
£215 £.1.90
follows: £2.79 £2.50, £2.29 £2.05, £2.15 Procol Harum Live £2.10 £1.85
17. Baby I'm A
£1.90, £2.10 and £2.09 £1.85, £2.00 and
Want You This advert will appear once
Bread
£2.09 £1.85 £1.94 £1.75.
18. Nilsson Schmilsson £2.09 £1.85 All orders outside U.K. please add 50p; every fortnight to keep up
19. Electric Warrior T.

Rex

20. Led Zeppelin II

£2.10 £1.85
£2.10 £1.85

be on hand to contribute.

FAIRPORT DATES

FAIRPORT CONVENTION, recently returned from an American
tour, are set for British concerts
during April/May.
The Shows will be the first with

Fairport's dates start at South sea Pier Pavilion (April 6), then
Glasgow City HA (11), Dagenham Roundhouse (15), Croydon

All orders exceeding £1.75 free of Post Carnival in Babyand Packing (if under please add 15p).
lon - Anion

Any LP available

complete freedom. It's
almost certain that ex -Dead men
Howard Wales and J. Geils will

Fantastic Limited Offer
Bangla Desh 3 -record Set
Only £4.25

-

World - £2.29 £2.05
Strawbs

artists

Fairport's new line-up - Roger
Hill, Tom Farnell, Dave Swar-

-

16. Grave New

the festival's policy of allowing

don - King Crimson £1.50

£2.09 £1.85 6. Anti Hendrix Smash Hits £2.00 £1.50
& The Family Stone
Temptations ... £1.94 £1.75 7. Sly
NOW AVAILABLE
£2.29 £1.79
Greatest Hits
When ordering LPs, Top 50
11. Dynamite
£2.10 £1.60
8. Collectors Colosseum
Singles 5 for £2.
Supremes
&
Fingers - Rolling
Four Tops
£1.94 £1.75 9. Sticky
£2.09
£1.59
Stones
12. More Experialbums due out soon; order
£2.09 £1.59 These
10. Curved Air 2nd LP
yours now - despatched when
ence - Jimi
released.
Funk
Pluribus
11.
E
Hendrix
£1.99 £1.75
£2.15 £1.65
Grand Funk Railroad
13. Smokin'
Curved
Air
3rd
LP £2.09 £1.85
£2.29 £1.79
Crosby
Humble Pie £1.99 £1.75 12. Dave
£2.09 £1.59 New Jucy Lucy ... £2.00 £1.75
Blue - Joni Mitchell
14. JoJo Gunne £2.15 £1.90 13.
£2.00 £1.50 Loose - Crazy
14. Eric Clapton 1st
15. Garden in the
Horse
£2.09 £1.85
City -Melanie £2.00 £1.75 15. Aqua Lung -Jethro Tull £2.10 £1.60

10. Solid Rock -

they were conceived up to the
present day -the show starting
at 2 p.m. and ending around 11
p.m. The move is in line with

imported

singles -5 for £1. Send 5p for list.

Profit - T.

9. Fog On The

In hot demand. Don't delay

outside Europe add £1. When ordering with our high standard of fanplease send cheques, cash, P.Os. or M.Os. tastic bargains.

"Support

day's show.

GRATEFUL DEAD will play

FREE with every LP -ex -top 50 BRAND NEW single worth 45p

Bowyer:

acts and a compere have still to
be arranged. And this year we're
making certain tickets are available from a network of agencies
and shops across the country -so
that Faces fans in Manchester, for
instance, can get seats for Satur-

Scott Walker, Osibisa,
Charity, Spike Milligan,

Weekend TV's "Two G's And

1;

by

and Rod Stewart and the

Faces (6).
Explained

Taping begins April 10. First
screenings -in the Granada region -will probably take place in
June. If the format is successful,

promoted

and J. Geils Band (4), Donovan

from Tuesday this week (April

ARGENT FOR TV SERIES
the Manchester studios.
Said a spokesman: "The Electric
Light Orchestra are almost certain

Festival,

tween April 30 and May 6. Tickets
go on sale -at the venue and from
provincial outlets -from April 9.

"Musk In The Round" on Sunday, April 23. Marc Bolan meets
Humphrey Burton in "Rock Of

1

We

apologise

to

our

readers and all our advertisers and hope to be back
to normal just as soon as
the dispute is settled.
Gavin Petrie --Editor

FOR CAMDEN
ROD STEWART and the Faces,
Donovan, America and a topline
US act are among names booked
for London's Camden Festival
later this month.

T.

ARGENT, heading for No.
with "Hold Your Head Up," have
been booked, along with Middle
Of The Road, for Granada TV's
new rock series "Set Of Six."
Each half-hour show is devoted
to one band, given a free hand in

in the printers im-

posing an overtime ban.

NEWS DONOVAN

don Imperial College (28/29), Sussex University (May 1), Lancaster
University (5), Glasgow University
(6), Bickershaw (7), Essex University (12) and Luton College

JOE COCKER . . . Whitsun festival

sulted

FACES AND

DISC

Joe for

The reason for this is a
dispute between the NGA
(the printers union) and the
employers, which has re-

rock films as last

a season of

"Your Broken Heart And Mine."
The band then left the stage to

Donovan, who switched to acoustic
guitar, a move which was warmly

applauded by an audience hoping
to hear more of the songs which
made him famous. He started with
"Jennifer Juniper" and followed

with "Colours" and "Josie."
He also sang a song about
Northern Ireland which is based
on history and is one of the better
songs
concerning
troubles.

and Cardiff Top Rank (12).
NEIL DIAMOND

is

now ex-

pected to do other' British con-

certs in addition to the London,
Liverpool and Birmingham dates

next month.
As already announced, Diamond

- who arrives May 22 - will
appear at the Royal Albert Hall
on May 27, when he will be accompanied by a 30 -piece orchestra to perform tracks from "An
African Trilogy," off his "Tap-

root Manuscript" album. Neil also
appears at Liverpool Odeon (May
30) and Birmingham Odeon (June

1) - two shows at each venue.

Ulster

The band returned and they

went

into

a

blues

type

song

went

again

and

"That's Alright" another country influenced song "River of Ruins"
and an out and out rocker
"Cosmo Street."
The

band

Donovan went into "Catch the
Wind" and on finishing this there
were calls for "Universal Soldier"

and Donovan obliged and sang
the second half of the song without the aid of the guitar, having
forgotten some of the words.

year. There just aren't the films
around. Our idea seems to have
inspired a lot
similarly ; you

of people to do
can't show

the

same ones again."
The Camden Festival will once
again include a special children's
session on the Saturday morning
(May 6). The nightly concerts are
staged between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m.
Frank Lyons writes from Dublin: The last gig on Donovan's

tour of Ireland was at Dublin's
National Stadium.
Donovan and his new band
comprising

Donnelly

Philip

on

lead guitar, Peter Cummins, who

is ex -Granny's Intentions, on bass,
Donovan's
Stuart
Lawrence
brother-in-law on drums and John
Ryan on electric piano opened
with 'Sunshine Superman" and
"Mellow Yellow."

Followed these with some new

songs

including

a

country -type

song "A Little Less Of Me," and
several soft -rock songs including

"Only A Working Man" and

JAMES GANG
AUGUST TOUR
JAMES GANG -with replacement member for Joe Walsh make a British club and concert
tour in late August.
The new line-up's first album

will be out on the Probe label

in July, titled "Straight Shooter."
Walsh, the group's former singer,
is currently completing a solo LP

in Los Angeles, for UK release

later in the year.
James Gang now comprises Jim
Fox

(bass),

(drums)

and

Dale

Peters

plus new members Roy

Kenner (vocals) and Don Troiano
(lead guitar} -both from the now -

defunct West Coast band Bush.

Joe Walsh became ill during the
Gang's last UK visit and was

forced to retire prematurely.

brick and Dave Pegg.

Greyhound (16) Sutton Coldfield
Beffrey (29), Redear Jazz Club
(30), Cambridge Corn Exchange
(May 6), Plymouth Van Dyke (7)

the

THE AMAZING SINGLE

"AMAZING
GIUkraE"
RCA 2191

THE ROYAL SCOTS
DRAGOON GUARDS
FROM THE ALBUM

"FAREWELL TO
THE GREYS" INTS 1279
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Firey hit
from Richie

CHART SERVICE
bunts
CBS

1 (1) PAUL SIMON

Neil Young, Reprise
Lindisfarne, Charisma
3
Nilsson, RCA
4 (5) NILSSON SCHMILSSON
Jethro Tull, Chrysalis
5 (10) THICK AS A BRICK
Decca
6 (3) NEIL REID
7 (9) GILBERT O'SULLIVAN HIMSELF
Gilbert O'Sullivan, MAM
Cat Stevens, Island
8 (6) TEASER AND THE FIRECAT
9 (8) BRIIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER
Simon and Garfunkel, CBS
T. Rex, Fly
10 (7) ELECTRIC WARRIOR
Don
McLean, United Artists
11 (14) AMERICAN PIE
Strawbs, A & M
12 (12) GRAVE NEW WORLD
John Lennon, Apple
13 (1 I ) IMAGINE
14 (15) WHO WILL SAVE THE WORLD
Groundhogs, United Artists
2

(2) HARVEST
(4) FOG ON THE TYNE

15 (17) TOP OF THE POPS Vol. 22 Various Artists, Hallmark
16 (12) A NOD'S AS GOOD AS A WINK Faces, Warner Bros.
Carole King, A & M
17 (18) TAPESTRY
18 (30) WE'D LIKE TO TEACH THE WORLD TO SING

New Seekers, Polydor
Rolling Stones, Decca
Yes, Atlantic
.,
George Harrison, Apple
Various, Atlantic
23 (-) GARDEN IN THE CITY
Melanie,Buddah
Jimi Hendrix, Polydor
24 (23) HENDRIX IN THE WEST
(19) T.V. THEMES
Johnny Keating, Studio Two
( ) GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS
Glen Campbell, Capitol
27 (30) MOTOWN MEMORIES Various Artists, Tamla Motown
28 (-) GATHER ME
Melanie, Buddah

(30) MILESTONES
20 (28) FRAGILE
21 (15) BANGLA DESH
122 (26) NEW AGE OF ATLANTIC

29 (-) ANDY WILLIAMS' GREATEST HITS

Andy Williams, CBS

30 (-) CARPENTERS
A&M
Two titles tied for 18th position and three titles tied for 24th
position.

,Lng
V

Nilsson RCA

(1) * WITHOUT YOU

.11

2
3

(2) BEG, STEAL OR BORROW New Seekers, Polydor

4

(4) AMERICAN PIE

5

(5)

(3)

6 (6)
7 (9)
8 (7)

9 (13)
10

(8)

ALONE AGAIN (NATURALLY)
Gilbert O'Sullivan, MAM
Don McLean, United Artists
MEET ME ON THE CORNER Lindisfarne, Charisma
Argent, Epic
HOLD YOUR HEAD UP
Supremes, Tamla Motown
FLOY JOY
Les Crane, Warner Bros.
DESIDERATA
IT'S ONE OF THOSE NIGHTS
Partridge Family, Bell
MOTHER AND CHILD REUNION

SWEET TALKING GUY
12 (21) A\ HEART OF GOLD
13 (10)
GOT TO BE THERE
14 (19)

Chiffonsi, LondonBS

19 (17)
20 (14)

21 (-)
22 (-)
23 (-)

Olivia

Newton -John,

Pye

BLUE IS THE COLOUR
Chelsea Fotball Team, Penny Farthing
AMAZING GRACE
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards Band, RCA

CRYING, LAUGHING, LOVING, LYING

Lain Siffre, Pye

UNTIL IT'S TIME FOR YOU TO GO Elvis, RCA
BROTHER
C.C.S., RAK
RUN RUN RUN
JoJo Gunne, Asylum
26 (15) MOTHER OF MINE
Neil Reid, Decca
- (18)
POPPA JOE
Sweet, RCA
28 (-)
DEBORAH
T. Rex, Magni Fly

29 (27) I'D LIKE TO TEACH THE WORLD TO SING

New Seekers, Polydor

GIVE IRELAND BACK TO THE IRISH

Two titles tied' for 26th position Wes' Apple
COURTESY OF RECORD WORLD

Silver disc for 250,000 sales
A This week's fastest movers

naive

2

3
4
5

Aretha Franklin, Atlantic
Led Zeppelin, Atlantic
Warner Bros.
16 (19) MALO
17 (17) WHATCHA SEE IS WHATCHA GET Dramatics, Volt
Osmonds, MGM
18 (15) PHASE III
19 (21) BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS' GREATEST HITS
Columbia
Allman Brothers Band, Capitol
20 (26) EAT A PEACH
Michael Jackson, Motown
21 (-) GOT TO BE THERE
Avco
22 (24) STYLISTICS
George Carlin, Little David
23 (-) FM AND AM
24 (16) TEASER AND THE FIRECAT ... Cat Stevens, A & M
25 (20) PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION
Emerson, Lake and Palmer, Cotillion
T. Rex, Reprise
26 (28) ELECTRIC WARRIOR
27 (25) THE LOW SPARK OF HIGH HEELED BOYS
Traffic, Island
Carole King, Ode
28 (-) TAPESTRY
Alice Cooper, Warner Bros.
29 (-) KILLER
15 (14) 'Z .,....S. A 6A)

NILSSON SCHMILSSON

Jethro Tull, Chrysalis

Groundhogs, United Artists
Nilsson, RCA

(-) FOCUS
14 (-) SLADE ALIVE

Blue Horizon
Polydor

15 (-) GARCIA

Jerry Garcia, Warner Bros.
Two titles tied for 12th position.

aloum chart compiled
40 South Melton Street.

Irons

returns

by LONDON:- One Vito

Wl; Howland. 44 Berwick Street. Wl;
Musicland. 230 Portobello Road, W11; Magic Phonograph, 0 Soho Street, Wl:
Imhof, 112 New Oxford Street. WC1. KINGSTON:- Mosicland, 11a Church
Street. BRIGHTON:- Tiger Moth Records, 25 Meeting Plate Lane. CHESTERFIELD.- Some Kinda Mushroom. 7 Newbold Road. MANCHESTER:- Record
Rendezvous. 9 Blackfriars Street; Mime and Addison, 31 John Dalton Street.
LIVERPOOL,- Hems Ltd.. Whitechapel. EDINBURGH - Bruce, Record Shop,
Rose Street. FALKIRK:- Brian Findlay Ltd., 33 Callender Deus. Stirlinpshire.
Records.

Ode

30 (29) CHEECH AND CHONG

COURTESY OF "CASHBOX"

is

he touches

songs

turn

a

to

gold-like "Here Comes The

Sun." The same has happened
to his version of James Tay-

lor's "Fire and Rain." It's a
pure gold experience. Buy -it an -see (Polydor 2121-098).

Now it's down to the zest
of the mundane flirty gritty.
Tony Orlando's Dawn "I Play
And Sing" (Bell 1218) for instance. It's one of those dated
type of numbers about the
big star who notices the girl
in the crowd when he's singing. It comes complete with
canned

audience

applause.

Apart from that, it's so like a
permutation of all his other
songs, that it's difficult to pin
down what one he actually
took it from. And they talk
about T. Rex .
.

Good of Percy Sledge returns
in time to sell some records while
he's doing dates here. He's on
top form with "Rainbow Road"
(Atlantic K 10144) with the big
backing behind him, the whole
bit. He can't really miss-or at
least he shouldn't.

Singlet
1 (1) A HORSE WITH NO NAME

America, Warner Bros.

3

Neil Young, Repris
(2) HEART OF GOLD
Donnie Osmond, MOM
(3) PUPPY LOVE
(4) MOTHER AND CHILD REUNION

5 (I 1 )
6 (7)

Paul Simon, Columbia
Michael Jackson, Motown
The Chakachas, Polydor
Dramatics, Volt

ROCKIN' ROBIN

JUNGLE FEVER
7 (10) IN THE RAIN
Joe Tex, Dial
8 (14) I GOTCHA
Robert John, Atlantic
9 (5) LION SLEEPS TONIGHT
Cher, Kapp
10 (9) WAY OF LOVE
Nilsson RCA
11 (6) WITHOUT YOU
12 (13) ROCK AND ROLL LULLABY B. J. Thomas, Scepter
Osmonds, MGM
13 (8) DOWN BY THE LAZY RIVER
14 (-) THE FIRST TIME I EVER SAW YOUR FACE
Roberta Flack, Atlantic
David Cassidy, Bell
15 '(16) COULD IT BE FOREVER
16 (21) A COWBOY'S WORK IS NEVER DONE

Sonny and Cher, Kapp,
Stylistics, Avco
Aretha Franklin, Atlantic'
Bread, Elektra
Yes, Atlantic

17 (22) BETCHA BY GOLLY WOW

18 (-) DAY DREAMING
19 (12) EVERYTHING I OWN

20 (27) ROUNDABOUT
21 (15) WE GOT TO GET IT ON AGAIN

Addrisi Brothers, Columbia

Dennis Coffey, Sussex
22 (26) TAURUS23 (30) THE DAY I FOUND MYSELF Honeycone, Hot Wax
Grass Roots, Dunhill
24 (25) GLORY BOUND

Bobby Vinton, Epic
Santana, Columbia
Climax, Carousel
War, United Artists
Isaac Hayes, Enterprise
Temptations, Gordy
COURTESY OF "CASHBOX"

25 (-) EVERY DAY OF MY LIFE
26 (17) NO ONE TO DEPEND ON
27 (19) PRECIOUS AND FEW
28 (-) SLIPPIN' INTO DARKNESS
29 (-) DO YOUR THING
30 (-) TAKE A LOOK AROUND
'

ROSALIND RUSSELL TOP 30 TIPS

Strawbs, A & M
(6) GRAVE NEW WORLD
Asylum
6 (11) JO JO GUNNE
CBS
7 (7) PAUL SIMON
Lindisfarne, Charisma
", 8 (12) FOG ON THE TYNE
9 (9) TEASER AND THE FIRECAT ... Cat Stevens, Island
10 (10) A NOD'S AS GOOD AS A WINK Faces, Warner Bros.
Melanie, Buddah
11 (13) GARDEN IN THE CITY
Jinn Hendrix, Polydor
'12 (8) HENDRIX IN THE WEST

progressive

p ICHIE
HAVENS
magic Midas man-the

(NLODAGH RODGERS "It's
-d Different Now" RCA Victor
21922). Well, you should know,
dear lady. It'll have to be with so
many chances thrown away. What
is it about the girls who do the
Eurobore contest? I don't think
this will save her. She's tried to do
a drama, with orchestral backing,
and it could be anyone. It doesn't
suit her personality, even if she is
trying to change her image, and
puts her into the cabaret/Palladium ratings.

Ah-ha, the welcome return of
Sonny and Cher with the song
that's already in the American
charts, "A Cowboy's Work Is
Never Done" (MCA MU 1154).
It's just the way they used to be,
with the strings, the Phil Spector

crashings and the sob -filled voices.

Strong stuff to stir the soul.

Notably 'less soul -stirring is Juicy

Lucy's "It Ain't Easy" (Polydor
2001 279). Well, it couldn't have
been THAT difficult. It's quite

commercial for them, but it's lost
something in the compromise I
think. The piano and the vocals
were exciting, but the rest was
plain dull.
WILL the money -grabbing and

" publicity hype never

TURN YOUR RADIO ON
DOWN BY THE LAZY RIVER
SACRAMENTO
BOYS IN BLUE

brief

sorties

from

their

I

doubt it.

Sorry, Manchester

City, with "Boys In Blue" (RCA

NAME

Buffy Sainte Marie, RCA

I

RICHIE HAVENS .

IADDRESS

. magic

.

man.
Victor 2200), but your song isn't
even as strong as Chelsea's. Give
in, lads, you're beaten.
If this song hadn't already been
done to death, Little Anthony and
the Imperials might have done
well with "Where Do I Begin?"
(Janus 6146 012). However, I
don't think it's likely to survive

resuscitation for at least another
six months. So I think it would
be fair to assume it hadn't a
chance. Now prove me wrong.

Here we see the other side of

Jerry Lee Lewis. "Think About
It Darlin' " (Mercury 6052 141)
is no raver, but shows how much
Country and Western music has
influenced the arch rocker. This
Jim Reeves -type song

much

is

to his credit, and the only complaint is that it was rather too

short.

A GOLDEN oldie from Eddie

Cochran, "Three Steps To
Heaven" (United Artists UP
35361). Ali, they don't make 'em

like that any more, oozing beautiful romanticism and sentimentality.
I hope it sells thousands.
Another voice from the past is

Brenda Lee, but

this is

a new

from her, "Everybody's
Reaching Out For Someone"
single

(MCA MU 1155). The voice is
the same, but the song just doesn't
match up to it. It's too light on

emotion and is much nearer the

Anne Murray scene.
"Rock -n -Roll Is Here To Stay"
say Sha Na Na (Kama Sutra 2013
042).

No doubt, but

it

can be

preserved in better ways. Actually

the title track isn't the best of
their three A side tracks. "Great

Balls Of Fire" is tremendous and

more distinctive
peculiar talents.

of

their own

It's a pity "Keep On Truckin' "

is such a well known song, because

Hot Tuna have made a nice job
of it. However, it's a bit like expecting to make a hit out of the
National Anthem. It has noble
sentiments, though - not the
National Anthem-and fine "instrumental sounds.
Keep
truckin'. (Grunt 65-0502),

rTo My Newsagent: Please reserve/deliver (delete which
not apply) my copy of Disc every week.

Middle Of The Road, RCA
Manchester City F.C., RCA
Greyhound, Trojan
I AM WHAT I AM
Drifters, Atlantic
SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
David Cassidy, Bell
COULD BE FOREVER
I'M GONNA BE A COUNTRY GIRL AGAIN

WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS Joe Cocker, Fly
Marmalade, Decca
RADANCER
Richie Havens, Polydor
FIRE AND RAIN
A COWBOY'S WORK IS NEVER DONE Sonny and Cher, MCA
MARMADUKE ... Marvin, Welch and Farrar, Regal Zonophone
WADE IN THE WATER
Ramsay Lewis, Chess
NO ONE TO DEPEND ON
Santana, CBS
COTTON JENNY
Anne Murray, Capitol
I GOTCHA
Joe Tex, Mercury
RESCUE ME
Fontella Bass, Philips

hairy

world of knee bends or whatever
they do mid -week, to warble 'trite
words in front of trilling flutes?

I

Ray Stevens, CBS
Osmonds, MGM

cease?

Do footballers really enjoy their

Neil Young, Reprise

(2) THICK AS A BRICK
(4) WHO'LL SAVE THE WORLD
(3)

Neil Young, Reprise
(2) AMERICA
America, Warner Bros.
Columbia
(4) PAUL SIMON
Nilsson, RCA
(6) NILSSON SCHMILSSON
Yes, Atlantic
(5) FRAGILE
Don McLean, United Artists
(3) AMERICAN PIE
Bread, Elektra
(8) BABY I'M A WANT YOU
Carole King, Ode
8 (7) MUSIC
9 (9) BANGLA DESH
Various Artists, Apple
Rolling Stones, London
10 (10) HOT ROCKS 1964-1971
11 (11) LET'S STAY TOGETHER
Al Green, Hi
Dave Cassidy, Bell
12 (12) CHERISH
13 (18) HENDRIX IN THE WEST
Jimi Hendrix, Reprise
14 (13) YOUNG, GIFTED AND BLACK

4

lillillil
1 (1) HARVEST

Rosalind Russell

2
3
4
5
6
7

Michael Jackson, Tamla Motown
TOO BEAUTIFUL TO LAST
Enkelbert Humperdinck, Decor

WHAT IS LIFE

by

1 (1) HARVEST

2

24 (22)
25 (29)

30 (23)

Albums

Neil Young, Reprise

15 (II)
I CAN'T HELP MYSELF , Donnie Elbert, Avoo
16 (30) AIL BACK OFF BOOGALOO ... Ringo Starr, Apple
17 (-)
THE YOUNG NEW MEXICAN PUPPETEER
Tom Jones, Decca
18 (12) SON OF MY FATHER
Chicory Tip, CBS

sons

QUICK

Paul Smon, C

11 (16)

5

on

doe71

6
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Reviewed by JOHN PEEL
if I

.. .

I*

$

THE TEMPTATIONS:

so

"Take A Look Around" (Tamla
Motown TMG 808). This one's

has written lots of good songs
for other citizens to have hits
with and it's high time he did
one for himself. He even wrote
"Under The Broadwalk," which
is one of those songs that sounds
so

taken

t.

with. It's one of those Norman
Whitfield productions but is a
lot less extreme than some of
the things he's done. The record opens with hunting horns
and "Ride of the Valkyries"type swirling strings. These are
briefly superseded by a harpsichord then it's back to the

that you feel it was

ff

.

from

Kenny's

'

.1 M.

6-

seems to be a fairly well -adjus-

ted fellow who has never lost
his entire family in an avalanche,
that stops him having the right

sort of image to

hunting horn. It's a good 40 sec-

TEMPTATIONS
account of the addicts murdering for money to feed their
habit.

Mind you, you can see addiction of a type just as unpleasant
if you peer inside Parliament

or the Stock Exchange. These
latter addicts are more subtle
because they've learned how to
rob you without battering you
in the street. US Government
policies can be read as deliberately forcing folk from "soft"
to "bard" and therefore incapacitating drugs. An enemy
addicted is as little of a threat
as an enemy manacled hand and
foot.

So records like this are, in a
revolutionary regardless
of the real motives behind the
making of them. The single is
sense,

.

.

bass and it's well done. As I

observed last week, records like
these aren't automatic hits here
as they are in the States. In the

case of "Take A Look" it's

pity.

a

NITTY GRITTY
DIRT BAND
"Jambalaya" (United Artists
UP 3537). Do we have a record

of the week in this paper? Do
we? Well, if we do this is it and
it's still it, even if we don't. In
the early 60s my mate from
Waco, Texas, Edgar Wortham
by name, would drive Valley
and myself round and round
White Rock Lake in big B.

and it would not be inaccurate
to report that whenever I tire
of whatever happens to be
crackling over the radio my

And we'd drink Country Club
and sing such songs as "T,"
"Walk On By," "Wolverton
Mountain"-and this song. In
the Peel Archives I have the
Hank Williams original and a
pretty tasty version by Jerry Lee
Lewis but this tops the pair of
them. Joyous. lighthearted, vulgar-a completely superior record. There's some lovely fiddle

shapely and perfectly manicured

hand reaches out for that very
tape.
As I say it's a fine LP, this is
a good single although I suspect
not a commercial success. You'll

be doing yourself
by ignonng it.

shouting and a

"Hall.
Dutifully I adopted
my junior reporter's stance and went
wet, equipped with pen and reams
of paper. (I'm not exactly sure what
a "ream" of paper is, but it sounds
like a lot. It will probably turn out
to be as much as a man can ride
round on
horseback during one
calendar month.) In the event I took
several notes and then a roadie or
someone borrowed my pen and I
gave up.
One of my notes was written when
the Captain complained during rehearsals that the sound was like "a
custard with two feathers sticking
out of it. do you know what I mean."
No one really did, but it didn't seem
to matter. Another note was written
when a poor thin man came over,
sat down and said "Hi, I'm Zoot
Horn Rollo." What (10 you say?
"Hi there, Zoot Horn?"
Of course. it was a stunning concert. As compere I had intended to
make a long speech so that everyone
would realise that I'd been involved
with the Captain's music and the
several Magic Bands for more years
than the audience had.
When the belly dancer came off
that seemed silly, and anyway I was
close to tears, so all I said was "Captain Deefheart and His Magic Band"
and slouched away to the dark of
the back of the stage. Tears may
seem foolish to you and I can't really

BIRKIN/
GAINSBOROUGH
"La Decadanse" (Philips

6009

On the label Jane Birkin's
name is written in larger letters
than old Serge's. A female
chauvinist pig? If the various
radio stations ban this record
1 shall even despair of their sense

of humour. "La Decadanse" is
son of "Je T'Aime" and is
about as sexually arousing as
the treaty of Dover of 1760.
The first words, breathed in
French by Serge, and the last
words, that I, with my hard
won "0" level French can

understand, seam to be "sleep
with me."
From here things slide steadily downhill into a sort of Tom
and Jerry eroticism which, surely,
no one could take seriously.
There is, I regret to use the

tell you why they were there, but
they were. Their younger brothe-s
had been there several years before
at Middle Earth in Covent Garden
and 'hat didn't make much sense

word, an organ playing softly
in the background whilst Jane
and Serge go to it. The former
comes off worse in the end,
being required to breathe such
high notes that blood vessels all
over her forehead must have

to me either at the time. I suppose
it's just relief that something you've
waited for. for so long is finally
coming to pass. I'll probably feel the

been snapping like high tension
wires in a gale. If anyone with
whom I was endeavouring to do
rude things made noises like

that, I'd be off out of the window with a speed and agility
that my stomach belies.
The whole seduction lasts just
over five minutes
and you
know

what

they

say

about

people like that. These are lots
of manuals on the subject. The
last minute or so is orchestral,
presumably to cover Miss Birkin's dissatisfaction and to give

Neil Lancaster

a very good one-but it's

diffi-

cult to imagine that it will sell
very well. As a record it runs

with nothing I've ever heard
before and it's this uniqueness

that will hurt the sales. The accompaniment is basically piano

and bass although strings and
guitar are sometimes there without you really being aware of
them. To me it conjured up a
sort of romanticised Europe just -after -the -war sadness, empty

rooms, loneliness and rationing.

Missing relatives.
It's written by

Mike

and

Roger McGough and Mike's
voice is high and lonesome and
he sounds sort of scared. This
probably reads like a lot of

nonsense, but I told you it was
difficult one.

a

I

don't even

know who will play it on the
radio but you should take steps
to hear "Woman" and make up
your own mind. The "B" side
is called "Kill" and is set to
a jungly rhythm. The lyrics deplore the inevitability of man's
destructive feelings towards his
fellow. Kill the poor, the children. the pigs, the Vietnamese,

the Panther and the
President-"when it's over start
the IRA,

again."
record.

1T was my intention to tell
you all about Captain Beef heart's concert at the Albert

for the practical requirements
of a single, this would .have
gone on all night.

201).

\Eg

"Woman" (Island WIP 6131).
This is something of a difficult
record to review. It's a remarkably simple, even stark, production on a song which needs a
lot of listen to take hold. It's
ultimately a good record-even

Altogether

doomy

a

real

party atmosphere to it all and
the feeling is that if it were not

EOPLE

a disservice

MIKE McGEAR

playing, some handsome guitar
and the whole effort has a measure of "fais do -do" atmosphere.
Perhaps country/cajun purists
won't care for it but there
again 'Jambalaya" isn't really
a
proper Cajun song anyway. The Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band are shortly to visit these
shores and if this is the way
they conduct themselves then I,
for one,_ will go to the quayside
to welcome them. There's hand clapping,

HY CAN

sell records.

Several weeks ago I acquired an
eight -track of "Clever Dogs"

. may not get plays

built on an obstinate walking

"Clever

Dogs Chase The Sun" LP and
it is beautiful, with some exquisite bottle -neck guitar from
Chris Spedding.
To tell you the truth everything on the LP is excellent and
it's only the fact that Kenny

f fp:

'

right

never actually written but rather
just plucked out of the air.
Kenny plucked it. "Rosalis" is
.*11

.

a lot easier to come to terms

made record. The lyrics paint
the picture of urban America,
that we really can't adjust toyet. "The junk man standing on
the corner" and "streets ain't
safe no more for walking," on

to have lunch with

Back to Kenny Young. Kenny

a

this one because it is a well -

were

ings about their work so far
would stay the same.

*

they are) should not be played
whether it's for 'em or against
'em. A pity if they don't play

who

Andy Williams or Elvis my feel-

*

to feel that any record that
concerns
"drugs" (whatever

man

ours this review, though, and

JUNK

onds before the vocals start so
the DJs will have lots of time
to be amusing.
The first line is a lovely one
for singing. Just make up your
own tune and try it and you'll
see what I mean, "Feather in
your cap if you catch a robber."
The song itself is another anti hard drug song and this may
well mean that it doesn't get
many plays here. People seem

amiable

laughed a lot. None of that col-

TEMPS
AND THE
MAN

an

him

medical attendants time to bathe
her wounds, and the slow stately
theme sinks slowly into the sunset. Coitus interruptus, I pre-

rt

sume.

same way when I become a father
for the first time.
When you've been working away
for years to try and convince people
that something which they may not
like is of inestimable value it's quite
a shock when it suddenly becomes
apparent that lots of other people
feel the same as you.
Sitting in a BBC studio twice a
week playing records and getting the
occasional letter back about them.
it's easy to overlook the fact that
you're not the only person who really
cares. A week or so ago I had lunch
with Pete Fame of Zig Zag and
his good lady. and he's even more
of a nutter than I am, keeping, as
he does, charts, lists and e'hemera
relating to aspects of rock music.
I
have a very poor memory for
names. I have difficulty recalling
titles of songs and musicians even
when I rare them highly. Pere recalls
the lot. I envy him that ability and
know that he cares at least as much
as I do.
So being suddenly confronted with
a whole Albert Hall
full of people
who've come to see the Captain is
a bit overwhelming. The only reason
was compering the thing was that
I
wanted to be where I could hear
the music and watch the reaction
of the audience, and when someone
said that it would break the continuity of the evening if I stumbled
out to say something, then I wasn't
unduly worried.

AND THE
CAPTAIN

(part two)
However, the Captain would have
you came to say," he insisted. Well
that sort of thing doesn't happen
often either. One of the reasons that
few of my friends are people who

none of it. "I want you to say what

have much to do with records, music.
radio or TV, is that when people
are subjected to the pressures of
fame and success, they usually change
a

lot very Suddenly
moment they're

one

and.
an

whereas

important

of your life, the next moment
they're not there at all.
"Don's told us a lot about you,"

part

said Rockette Morton and Ed Marimba
and, although I suppose it's just a
salve for the ego and all that sort
of thing, it does you good to hear
someone tell you that. The Captain's
a happier man now than he was three
years ago and I'm glad he's here
and I hope you saw/see him and the
Magic Band.
The unaccompanied vocal, based

on "Black Snake Moan," was quite
remarkable-no-one else on the planet
could sing like that-and that's about
all I can tell you about Monday night
in the Albert Hall, except that it was

good to be there.
I'm sorry if this week's column
and the record review section are
even more vapid than usual. With
Easter coming down on top of me
fast-and I hope you had a good
one-there's an incredible amount
to be done. The strong winds of last
week split one of the little trees in
front of the cottage and
must go
and find a strong post and some twine
with which I can attempt to fashion
I

a form of splint.

Pig thinks that Mrs. Woggle is
having kittens. Mind
you we've

thought that before, but this time she
really is enormous and seems to be
eating fo- six or seven at the very
least. I often re -read these columns
when they appear in print and worry
that they're not more informative
and of greater literary merit.
I
reckon they're supposed to serve as
letters from me to you though, and
pure information and heavy literature,
besides being well beyond my capabilities, just wouldn't be the same.
I
must go and put some more
coal on the fire.

I

pogiti o r
MARKETED BY POLYDOR

KENNY YOUNG

"Rosalis" (Warner Bros. K
16153). Several weeks ago I had

lunch with Kenny Young and
others and was pleased to find

t
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voice that guides me. I was never
into any of the black magic, only
the good stuff. I'm a double Libra

JUDEE SILL . . sometimes

JUDEE SILL is quite a remarkable woman.
When you consider her past it becomes

.

religious

apparent just how remarkable. She lost both her
parents and her brother, suffered a heroin overdose during her years as an addict, spent time both
in a reform school and prison and is in the process
of getting her second divorce.
But all this is in her past and Judee has now set
herself only one ambition ; to make herself "the

blame what happened to me on
circumstances like losing my
parents. I used to be able to get
off on that, but not anymore.
Prison was terrible. Much harder
than reform school. I was put
into a dirty cell to puke my guts

greatest songwriter in the world."
At 27 Judee has put all her personal tragedies behind

out. Nothing as humane as getting
you to kick it slowly, not even an

her in an attempt to establish herself, particularly in

aspirin. They make you kick it
hard.
"I had been pretty bad, up to
150 dollars a day. I overdosed
once and was technically dead for
some three minutes. My heart
stopped beating. I remember waking up, but I had amnesia and I

Britain on this her first visit.
Her style on stage is quite unique. She comes out and
firstly makes a direct plea to the audience to go out and buy

her album (when the show's over, of course). This, she
reasons, will bring her enough fame and money to save her
from a fate she considers worse than death, "going out as
a warm-up act to rock bands."
"You wouldn't believe what they've had me open for in the
States," she said. "And in Winnipeg I had to open for Three
Dog Night. We were in an ice stadium and the temperature
was 35 degrees below zero. And all these young girls shouting
for the lead singer to take his pants off, and there I was,
warm-up for them!"

couldn't

"How did he die? You're going to love this. I don't mean
to sound callous but somehow it always does when I see it
in print. Larry was killed going down the Kern River rapids

"At

in a rubber raft, high on LSD.

written

He was a Scorpio and real adventurous. He died as he lived.
sending me up, but not so. "I was
in the armed robbery line with a
partner. I was 17 and kind of crazy
suppose.

I

just went out

"I was only 17 when the rob-

beries were committed but I was
18 by the time they came to trial.
However, my father had left me
some money, so I was able to get
a real good lawyer, who gave extenuating circumstances and so on,
and so I got sent to reform school
instead of prison. I was there for
a year."
As

the eldest girl there,

the

resentment

from

younger girls. However, the experi-

ence did have one saving grace.

She discovered Baptist hymn music

and worked out how it managed
to control emotion and create feeling. She did not become religious,
only working out the effects of the
religious music. She also learned
how to play the organ. The album
which has been released here has
several religion -based songs, which
Judee thinks are going to be misinterpreted-or at least will give

she

people a false idea of what she
means by them.
"I would never talk about it or

the

talk about

didn't have an easy time, because

of

that point

I

had

only

a few songs but then

I

started writing seriously. I wrote
"Deadtime Bummer Blues" about
prison. "Deadtime" is the time
spent awaiting trial, because it's
not counted in the sentence, so

"I decided to become a criminal," she said. Her manner is so
deadpan that I thought she was
I

the

probation system, she just had to
bear with having unexpected demands for her to present herself
for anti -opiate tests, to find out
if she was still fixing.

time afterwards.

and did those bizarre actions, robbing liquor stores and the like. I
robbed several stores, but I never
hurt anyone. I don't know if I
would have shot anyone. Anyway
I was caught.

even

Instead of being sent to a rehabilitation centre for narcotics,
she managed to get off with the
help of her lawyer. In a kind of

She married first when she was 17, but it wasn't to last
long. She split from her husband after a year. He died some

then

remember

words for ceiling, wall."

try to convert anyone. If I could
religion,

I

wouldn't

need to write songs about it. The
album didn't explain enough. I'm
going to write my own sleeve
notes the next time. I'll still make

in my next
album but I'll explain them."
In leaving the reform school,
she had to live alone as all her
relatives were dead. She began to
attend the Valley College in Los
Angeles, where she met Beach
Boy Bruce Johnston. They both
studied harmony and musician-

allusions to religion

ship.
She

then

started work in a

saloon, playing the piano. When
they found out that she was only
18, they fired her, so she decided

to take up playing bass. She married again, this time to a piano
player.

"I'd heard a lot of people
playing bass lines and they were
all the same, so I thought, shit! I
could do better than that, so I
learned.

I

also began

to

take

heroin. My husband did, and I
supported him in that until it became too expensive, so I left him.
I was a heroin addict for three
years. I wasn't productive at all

during that period.
"Finally

was

I

caught

for

forgery-necessitated by having to
get

money

to

buy dope-and

various narcotics charges. I can't

it's just dead time. I also started
working as a bass player again.
Then I thought, well why don't I
pool my resources, all the things
I did for ultimate thrills, use the
hungry monsters, and become a
great songwriter?"

Also at about that time, she
began to get into magic. The

principles crept into her music
too. At first she took it like a
religion, but it was making her

crazy, so she let up a bit.

"I began to suspect that certain
sounds evoked certain emotions,
like the Baptist hymns. Pythagoras
laid it all out how a combination
of notes would produce a certain
effect, and then went on in combinations of two. I read up on it
for a long time and am still thinking about it now, although I'm
more into just listening to an inner

"My songs are sometime!
religious, but I detest the overt
tactics of people like the Jesui
Freaks. They're terrible. The)

block your way in the street tryini
to convert you, and they kick you.
A kick in ass for Jesus.

"I still want to be the greatest
songwriter in the world, because
the aim gives me something tc
strive for. I'm happy if there't
some hope of reaching a high
place."

As you might expect, Judee't

somewhat eccentric life has led
her on occasions to psychiatrists
one of whom was recommended
by her lawyer.

"I was told he was very good
you know. I had to take off m3

To do with the Primeaval Scream-

clothes, lie under lights, and (her

scream. This guy touched the
pressure point to make you

scream then he didn't know wha
to do when you did. He was shit

And he charged

35

dollars ar

hour. Expensive shit."
Despite all this, Judee's song!
have little to give them away ai
being the

result of her expert

ences. She did the arrangement!
for the songs herself although shi

had some trouble with the gu3
who was putting them together
and leading the strings.
"I sang all the bits to him, bu
I caught him putting in bits of hi
own. I'd come out of the recordinj
bay and say "Play that bit again?'

and I'd find he'd put in some o
his own notes, making it sounc
like a soap -opera or movie music

I caught him doing that about 2(

times."

She has a few songs ready anc
hopes to have another album ou
by September. The visit to Britair
was particularly welcome for he
because she felt she needed

t

in

s

change of audience.
"I really prefer playing

folky bill.

It's funny how a la

of people won't admit to beint

folky. 'But sometimes, they don's

even put my name on the bill.

1

had to grow my hair long becausi
it looked so awful. I couldn't sel
records looking like that!"

ROSALIND RUSSELL

Marc Bolan is the new idol of
the seventies. Imagine you're on tour with him the noise, the lights, the fans.
Talking to him - about his old life, his new life.
Watching him - in action and
at rest. Imagine all that . then buy -Bolan-, the
book from Melody Maker on the
man himself. It's packed with exclusive pictures,
and it's yours for just 25p.
Find out what the superstar is really like.
Get -Bolan- from your newsagent today.
.
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Boogie
Boogie
Boogie
Boogie
Boogie

tAwith

ANDREW TYLER FOUND

ROLLICKING

OUT JUST' HOW HARD

LIFE ON THE ROAD IS
WHEN

HE FOLLOWED

RORY GALLAGHER

Polished but

RORY-LIVE
AT LEEDS

NORTH ON A COUPLE
OF GIGS.

yOU see them everywhere.

Those uniformed peak capped gendarmes with

sergeant stripes and an

air of placid bewilderment.
"Now in my day..:' you can almost sense the words taking

raw, that's the
1-Geils Band

shape behind the grim posture.
He was there afRory Gallagher's

Brian Blevins

Leeds Town Hall show, erne,

tonally uncommitted and sitting

with legs and arms crossed in
defiance of the manic hysteria

0

F ALL the cities of the United States, Boston, and.
its surrounding area on the Atlantic coast, is the
one which most closely resembles the British
landscape and attitude to life.
Apart from the short-lived and hokey Bosstown" sound

that had enveloped the place.

1.?

What had got into

0
0

these young

people? Nice kids basically. Probably polite to their mums and dads
and did their homework. And now

foisted on the public by the merchants of pop a few years ago,
music in Boston and nearby Cambridge has been of a
singularly folk nature. Such titans and would-be titans of folk
music as Joan Baez, Tom Rush, Dave Van Ronk, Dick and
Mimi Farina and Jim Kweskin developed their music in'the

they were acting like a bunch of
savages-yelling and jumping up
and down, gyrating, undulating in
waves of hysteria. If it wasn't for
the nice Town Hall sergeant they'd
probably tear this Rory Gallagher

city's numerous folk clubs, patronised by students from the
hundreds of nearby universities and colleges which make the
area the biggest education belt in the United States.
This emphasis an folk music extended to traditional blues. But
it was the country blues, employing acoustic guitars, which found
an audience in Boston, and although it shared the mine roots, it

fellow apart and grind the Hall

into small pieces. Can you imagine
Leeds without a Town Hall? ("On

your right, ladies and gentlemen,
hat used to be Leeds Town Hall

WP

was a far cry from the strident and largely electric blues of

until Rory Gallagher came along.")
Rory Gallagher. It kind of sounds like
a storm coming. Yet when you listen

to "Deuce" you think, O.K. I suppose. And when you think back to

"Thanks very much. Thanks for com,

ing" and Mr the next 11- hours he

Taste, the conflict and all the diren-.
doesn't stop moving.
tions they seemed to be pulling in, Gallagher encourages the sort of scenes
you still wonder what all the fuss tr
that only a handful of artists are capabout. But it all became clearer on
able of-artists like Bolan, Sabbath
Friday night in Leeds and on Saturand Purple. His stage habits are dn-

O

day in Manchester.
Muddy Waters knows. When he came
over too w[ the "Muddy Waters In
London" album he asked for Rory,
along with Mitch Mitrhell, Stevie
Winwood and Rick Gretch (an album
we're still waiting on).
-

Have you taken a close look'at those

old bruised guitars he uses. A Stratocaster for straight chording and most

of the sweeter sounds. He bought it

second-hand nine years ago. The rust -

Girl

[You look so fine]

Judy, Judy.
F

13303

45 rpm

Their first smash single for

coloured bodywork has been hacked

ern
as if he dragged it face
down along Southend beach. The
fretboard is grey with fatigue and he

hasn't bothered replacing the missing
bndge cover.
His Telecaster is another piece of vin-

tage woodwork from Fender. It's of

indeterminate

age

and

character.

Again no bridge cover and the body,
bleached from sweat, is the velour
of milky scrambled eggs. He usually
tunes it to an A or E chord for slide
ork.

Also in his arsenal is a handsome Martin D-35 acoustic. Off-stage it produces the mellowest sounds imagin-

able but, rounds and curs., put it

through a 400 watt p.a. and you might
as well be inside an oil drum. He tried
pick-up but, M by-passing the wood,

it was no longer an acaustic guitar.

DECCI1

The act
Discovered at
the Rainbow!
jBECCA RECORDED Sou,
h1,1,0r,
o

His

mandolin fares better. Imagine

mandolin a la Ravioli spiced up with
lashings of red pepper. He bends over
the tMy instrumeM, holding it in an
uncompromising grip and attacks the

strings ferociously. Not quite what

you might hear in those better Italian

.taurants.

Gallagher typifies the rock world's new

breed of aMi-hero.. He looks like

a paper boy in Ms plimsolls and blue
jeans and sounds like a 45 -year -old
black bluesman.

He trots on stage straight over to the
voice mike, throws his arms into the
air heroic -ally and gives his audience

a double-barrelled thumbs -up sign:

deniably flash,
way he leaps
around machine-gunning his side-

men But he'still relies heavily on the
music. There no eye -glitter and few

crotch
.
Dom
Cork Southern Ireland, 24

years ago, he always fancied himself

Lonnie Donegan or Muddy
Waters, being something of a loner
as

a

on and off-stage. Only brother Donald gets close it would whatsem.

He began playing ukulele

h

ho was

six. At nMe he bought a wooden

guitar and began playing skiffie for
socials and in talent contests. Three
years later he trshed out 12
on
a solid

Solid 7.

body electric - a Rosett

He tried tcCput a band together but
since there was no beat s.ne in
Southern Ireland - no audience or

crowd-he spent the next three years
rehearsing. Then came andffer from
the Impact Show Band and dates as
far afield as England, Germany and
Spain, mostly ballrooms and army
bases. It was a sort of pub band with
brass and Rory was
young
rebel. The resident Chuck Berry.

When he returned to Ireland in 1966
the beat scene had taken shape. He
Nerd Eric Kitteringham on bass and

Norman Dart

on

formed the first Taste.

drums

and

It was mostly rock blues in the Berry
idiom, plus some original material.
They played all over Ireland and
again in England and Germany but
folded after two years over what is
.politely called "musical differenc.".
"We didn't click anymore," says Rory.
Then came Taste Mark II with John
Wilson and Richard McCracken, two
highly accomplished musicians who
went on to form Stud.

It was a hard working rock and blues
band with a knack of making instant
coMact with audiences. Everything
seemed to come to a head at the Isle
of Wight '70 Festival. The audience
response staggered

most

observers

Chicago's South Side. Apart from thereccsio
appearances of
the Paul Butterfield
the was nothing to indicate
that the city would, in the early seventi., become the starting
for today's most critically acclaimed while blues formation,
P
Atlantic Records' J. Galls
Band.
With Galls on electric guitar, Peter Wolf vocals, a tremendously
eloquent Magic Dick on harmonica (or "harp" to blues addicts),
Seth dustman on piano and organ, Danny Klein on bass guitar
and Stephen Bladd on drums, the Geils group have rapidly built
a large following and a reputation as one of the most electrifying
groups on the current concert trait.
Subtlety is hardly a major component in the group's music, their
intent being to boogie with ferocious iMenaity and to goose their
audience into doing the same. Eve song in their repertoire, with

who hadn't acknowledged Gallagher
or Taste . any sort -of force.
Was Rory surprised by the reaction'?

RORY GALLAGHER(above)with
"Not really. We'd- been used to that
sort of thing on a smaller scale. It back to audience
just happened to be the first time we
were announced as a succ.s."
goes through his
There were a number of reasons roc
at the
Taste souring. It's said that Rory, paces
browsing through the accounts one
day,

discovered

that Wilson

and

Leeds gig. With

Gerry
him is
civing an equal cut of the takings, McAvoy on bass
which by this- time were into three
figures. He doesn't intend making the and Wilgar Cam same mistake again. Gerry McAvoy
on bass and Wilgar Camboll, the bell on drums.
drummer, are under no illusions as
to their function. They are paid to Right, Rory in
back Rory Gallagher.
Rory says of the first Taste: "Everyaction again.
thing went fine until the last couple
derstood to be his side -men, were re-

of weeks. Then they decided to form
presents tapes and a bill (modest by
their own band. They were obviously
all accounts) to Polydor, his record
Indsp with me and my material and
comny.
I wa fed up with them being fed up Leeds Town Hall, like most things in
with me. They weren't happy playing
the city, is in -need of repair: Canvas
slow blues numbers. But I hate goMg
awnings hang and flap from its
over the supposedly lurid detrils. You
walls. Inside, the place is like a huge
get fed up to your teeth and
bell, held together by pillars and
to do something else, was hoe
tied
tress. and embellished by angels,
up in contracts and it took a while
cupids and coloured mauve, pink and
to break loose.
olive green.
"From October 1970 until he made the Byzantium were rounding off their set
'Rory Gallagher' album in March the
.Rory tuned up guitar against harfollowing year, he shuffled beg
monica, against mandolin and Gerry's
and Ireland, untangling the
bass. Wilgar warmed up on a table,
an
mess, thinking, writing
tapping out rhythms against a pink
and practising.
towel.
"Gerry and Wilgar were playing in And as the cries of "Rory, Rory" built
Deep Joy, a nice little band and proup Wilgar, Gerry and then Rory took
gr.sive as
word stood at the
the stage. It took just the few opentime. It folded a couple of months being chords of "Used To Be" to shake
fore I approached them. They were
loose any remaining inhibitions.
fed up with the way things were He starts off on the Stratocaster with
going for them so I asked them to
numbers like "Toedown" and "Should
make an album with me."
Have Leann My Lesson.' Suddenly

They towed in England in May last
year and then Ireland, plus gigs in
Denmark, Germany and France. In
October they played the U.S. .then
came more British and European
dates, plus the recording of "Deuce,"
which he cut in not very trendy Dalston, London.

He organises the whole thing, taking
about ten days 'to record and then

he drops the pace and switches to
acoustic for "Pistol Slipper Blues" by

Blind Boy Fuller and "Don't Know
Where I'm Going." But because he
can't manage anything like a half decent tone it's a bring down.
The pace builds again with the mandolin number "Going To My Home
Town," one of the most attractive in
his repertoire. He works into the song

the exception of John Lee Hooker's "Serve Your Right To
Suffer," is delivered quickly. Like a Mohammed Ali uppercut
they ha hard and fast, and do their damage before you know
your time has come.

Sexual prancings
gingerly via a sensitive intro bid sow]

opens up, all the while pounding his
foot against the creaky stage. And by
the time Gerry and Wilgar come in
the mood is one of pandemonium.

By thening's
ve
end two girls have
fainted on their feet and Rory narrowly miss. getting split down the
middle.

"The whole idea is a sort of jungle instinct," he says afterwards. "It's the
beat What would bring me down is
if they were raving and not listening
to the music. Some musicians knock
their audience f
sit down and

knock them when they rave. They
shouldn't have to di.ate. It should
be done with theseni
"I try not to analy the hysteria beause then it becomes premeditated,
almost manufactured. That's something that happens. with artists that
come from the promotional stables.

You must be able to control 'and

understand it to some degree otherwise you wouldn't know what's good

and what's rubbish but the thing is
to keep the ear on the music and not
get involved wish all those other
aspects. That's what can get you
m.sed up.
"The sort of reaction we got at the Isle
of Wight we were getting years be-

fore in Ireland. But you always have
to keep it in your head that it could

go either way. Once it becomes a
matter of course you start disintegrating.

"Tonight it was like playing fora bunch
of relatives. Everyone was really

happy and at the end I felt like going round and shaking everyone's
hand. You could walk off stage with
a long face and get yourself a new
sort of reputation. Good luck to the
groups that feel that way. They're
probably like that every day of their
lives."

yet released a single and has
He has
no intention of changing his policy.
"I'm afraid of what that whole scene

to people. The Stones and
Canned Heat have put out some nice
ones.
urnnu England it involves a
At of
ecessary ballyhoo. In
America it's ass another piece of
music on plasti.
"But here it becomes a big phobia
does

about what colour suit goes with
what colour scarf and the whole
thing gets out of hand. It's O.K. to

wear a sharp suit. But even the jean
thing can get out of hand. It all depends on your attitude.
"Groups like the New Seekers supply
music for

people who want that,

style. And they get tired on the road
just like us. They have the same wor-

ries as we do and there's really no
point in knocking them as people."

There is little room in their material foe einotional
development; instead they jump right into the meal of the tune,
race towards its peak and just as quickly finish it off. To the
band's advantage, all six musicians are incredibly familiar with
their instrumeMs (Wolf's voice being a very real instrument in
this context), and seem to know just what they are and are not
capable of doing. In addition, each member demonstrates an
uncanny ability to anticipate what the others are about to do, Me
result being Mat the J. Cells Band is remarkably cohesive and

polished-but nevertheless their playing is raw and uncerehml,
rismg from gut instincts and aiming directly at the collective gut
of the audience.
To their disadvantage, the band fails at this point to slier
anything startlingly new. It is a transparent band, whose
influences se out in the open. They draw in equal part from the
Noddy Waters and the Butterfield Band. Which is fair enough both those groups in their prime constitute admirable mentors.
But their stage mannerisms show a direct indebtedness to the
Rolling Stones and the sexual -malevolent prancings of Mick
Jagger. In short, the J. Galls Band is h, need of a longer spell
of maturation in order to personalise their music and its
presentation. One other drawback at this point which will also
likely alter with time is that every song sounds the same -re trite
criticism which is nevertheless valid in this case. With rhythmic,
melodic and emotional variation held to a minimum the show
takes on a degree of monotony despite the relendess and blistering
pace.

These observations aside, the J. Gels Band are already a
forceful addition to the American concert circuit, and one which
as already worth seeing whenever the opportunity arises. British
udiences should have that opportunity soon.
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Boogie
Boogie
Boogie
Boogie
Boogie

tAwith

ANDREW TYLER FOUND

ROLLICKING

OUT JUST' HOW HARD

LIFE ON THE ROAD IS
WHEN

HE FOLLOWED

RORY GALLAGHER

Polished but

RORY-LIVE
AT LEEDS

NORTH ON A COUPLE
OF GIGS.

yOU see them everywhere.

Those uniformed peak capped gendarmes with

sergeant stripes and an

air of placid bewilderment.
"Now in my day..:' you can almost sense the words taking

raw, that's the
1-Geils Band

shape behind the grim posture.
He was there afRory Gallagher's

Brian Blevins

Leeds Town Hall show, erne,

tonally uncommitted and sitting

with legs and arms crossed in
defiance of the manic hysteria

0

F ALL the cities of the United States, Boston, and.
its surrounding area on the Atlantic coast, is the
one which most closely resembles the British
landscape and attitude to life.
Apart from the short-lived and hokey Bosstown" sound

that had enveloped the place.

1.?

What had got into

0
0

these young

people? Nice kids basically. Probably polite to their mums and dads
and did their homework. And now

foisted on the public by the merchants of pop a few years ago,
music in Boston and nearby Cambridge has been of a
singularly folk nature. Such titans and would-be titans of folk
music as Joan Baez, Tom Rush, Dave Van Ronk, Dick and
Mimi Farina and Jim Kweskin developed their music in'the

they were acting like a bunch of
savages-yelling and jumping up
and down, gyrating, undulating in
waves of hysteria. If it wasn't for
the nice Town Hall sergeant they'd
probably tear this Rory Gallagher

city's numerous folk clubs, patronised by students from the
hundreds of nearby universities and colleges which make the
area the biggest education belt in the United States.
This emphasis an folk music extended to traditional blues. But
it was the country blues, employing acoustic guitars, which found
an audience in Boston, and although it shared the mine roots, it

fellow apart and grind the Hall

into small pieces. Can you imagine
Leeds without a Town Hall? ("On

your right, ladies and gentlemen,
hat used to be Leeds Town Hall

WP

was a far cry from the strident and largely electric blues of

until Rory Gallagher came along.")
Rory Gallagher. It kind of sounds like
a storm coming. Yet when you listen

to "Deuce" you think, O.K. I suppose. And when you think back to

"Thanks very much. Thanks for com,

ing" and Mr the next 11- hours he

Taste, the conflict and all the diren-.
doesn't stop moving.
tions they seemed to be pulling in, Gallagher encourages the sort of scenes
you still wonder what all the fuss tr
that only a handful of artists are capabout. But it all became clearer on
able of-artists like Bolan, Sabbath
Friday night in Leeds and on Saturand Purple. His stage habits are dn-

O

day in Manchester.
Muddy Waters knows. When he came
over too w[ the "Muddy Waters In
London" album he asked for Rory,
along with Mitch Mitrhell, Stevie
Winwood and Rick Gretch (an album
we're still waiting on).
-

Have you taken a close look'at those

old bruised guitars he uses. A Stratocaster for straight chording and most

of the sweeter sounds. He bought it

second-hand nine years ago. The rust -

Girl

[You look so fine]

Judy, Judy.
F

13303

45 rpm

Their first smash single for

coloured bodywork has been hacked

ern
as if he dragged it face
down along Southend beach. The
fretboard is grey with fatigue and he

hasn't bothered replacing the missing
bndge cover.
His Telecaster is another piece of vin-

tage woodwork from Fender. It's of

indeterminate

age

and

character.

Again no bridge cover and the body,
bleached from sweat, is the velour
of milky scrambled eggs. He usually
tunes it to an A or E chord for slide
ork.

Also in his arsenal is a handsome Martin D-35 acoustic. Off-stage it produces the mellowest sounds imagin-

able but, rounds and curs., put it

through a 400 watt p.a. and you might
as well be inside an oil drum. He tried
pick-up but, M by-passing the wood,

it was no longer an acaustic guitar.

DECCI1

The act
Discovered at
the Rainbow!
jBECCA RECORDED Sou,
h1,1,0r,
o

His

mandolin fares better. Imagine

mandolin a la Ravioli spiced up with
lashings of red pepper. He bends over
the tMy instrumeM, holding it in an
uncompromising grip and attacks the

strings ferociously. Not quite what

you might hear in those better Italian

.taurants.

Gallagher typifies the rock world's new

breed of aMi-hero.. He looks like

a paper boy in Ms plimsolls and blue
jeans and sounds like a 45 -year -old
black bluesman.

He trots on stage straight over to the
voice mike, throws his arms into the
air heroic -ally and gives his audience

a double-barrelled thumbs -up sign:

deniably flash,
way he leaps
around machine-gunning his side-

men But he'still relies heavily on the
music. There no eye -glitter and few

crotch
.
Dom
Cork Southern Ireland, 24

years ago, he always fancied himself

Lonnie Donegan or Muddy
Waters, being something of a loner
as

a

on and off-stage. Only brother Donald gets close it would whatsem.

He began playing ukulele

h

ho was

six. At nMe he bought a wooden

guitar and began playing skiffie for
socials and in talent contests. Three
years later he trshed out 12
on
a solid

Solid 7.

body electric - a Rosett

He tried tcCput a band together but
since there was no beat s.ne in
Southern Ireland - no audience or

crowd-he spent the next three years
rehearsing. Then came andffer from
the Impact Show Band and dates as
far afield as England, Germany and
Spain, mostly ballrooms and army
bases. It was a sort of pub band with
brass and Rory was
young
rebel. The resident Chuck Berry.

When he returned to Ireland in 1966
the beat scene had taken shape. He
Nerd Eric Kitteringham on bass and

Norman Dart

on

formed the first Taste.

drums

and

It was mostly rock blues in the Berry
idiom, plus some original material.
They played all over Ireland and
again in England and Germany but
folded after two years over what is
.politely called "musical differenc.".
"We didn't click anymore," says Rory.
Then came Taste Mark II with John
Wilson and Richard McCracken, two
highly accomplished musicians who
went on to form Stud.

It was a hard working rock and blues
band with a knack of making instant
coMact with audiences. Everything
seemed to come to a head at the Isle
of Wight '70 Festival. The audience
response staggered

most

observers

Chicago's South Side. Apart from thereccsio
appearances of
the Paul Butterfield
the was nothing to indicate
that the city would, in the early seventi., become the starting
for today's most critically acclaimed while blues formation,
P
Atlantic Records' J. Galls
Band.
With Galls on electric guitar, Peter Wolf vocals, a tremendously
eloquent Magic Dick on harmonica (or "harp" to blues addicts),
Seth dustman on piano and organ, Danny Klein on bass guitar
and Stephen Bladd on drums, the Geils group have rapidly built
a large following and a reputation as one of the most electrifying
groups on the current concert trait.
Subtlety is hardly a major component in the group's music, their
intent being to boogie with ferocious iMenaity and to goose their
audience into doing the same. Eve song in their repertoire, with

who hadn't acknowledged Gallagher
or Taste . any sort -of force.
Was Rory surprised by the reaction'?

RORY GALLAGHER(above)with
"Not really. We'd- been used to that
sort of thing on a smaller scale. It back to audience
just happened to be the first time we
were announced as a succ.s."
goes through his
There were a number of reasons roc
at the
Taste souring. It's said that Rory, paces
browsing through the accounts one
day,

discovered

that Wilson

and

Leeds gig. With

Gerry
him is
civing an equal cut of the takings, McAvoy on bass
which by this- time were into three
figures. He doesn't intend making the and Wilgar Cam same mistake again. Gerry McAvoy
on bass and Wilgar Camboll, the bell on drums.
drummer, are under no illusions as
to their function. They are paid to Right, Rory in
back Rory Gallagher.
Rory says of the first Taste: "Everyaction again.
thing went fine until the last couple
derstood to be his side -men, were re-

of weeks. Then they decided to form
presents tapes and a bill (modest by
their own band. They were obviously
all accounts) to Polydor, his record
Indsp with me and my material and
comny.
I wa fed up with them being fed up Leeds Town Hall, like most things in
with me. They weren't happy playing
the city, is in -need of repair: Canvas
slow blues numbers. But I hate goMg
awnings hang and flap from its
over the supposedly lurid detrils. You
walls. Inside, the place is like a huge
get fed up to your teeth and
bell, held together by pillars and
to do something else, was hoe
tied
tress. and embellished by angels,
up in contracts and it took a while
cupids and coloured mauve, pink and
to break loose.
olive green.
"From October 1970 until he made the Byzantium were rounding off their set
'Rory Gallagher' album in March the
.Rory tuned up guitar against harfollowing year, he shuffled beg
monica, against mandolin and Gerry's
and Ireland, untangling the
bass. Wilgar warmed up on a table,
an
mess, thinking, writing
tapping out rhythms against a pink
and practising.
towel.
"Gerry and Wilgar were playing in And as the cries of "Rory, Rory" built
Deep Joy, a nice little band and proup Wilgar, Gerry and then Rory took
gr.sive as
word stood at the
the stage. It took just the few opentime. It folded a couple of months being chords of "Used To Be" to shake
fore I approached them. They were
loose any remaining inhibitions.
fed up with the way things were He starts off on the Stratocaster with
going for them so I asked them to
numbers like "Toedown" and "Should
make an album with me."
Have Leann My Lesson.' Suddenly

They towed in England in May last
year and then Ireland, plus gigs in
Denmark, Germany and France. In
October they played the U.S. .then
came more British and European
dates, plus the recording of "Deuce,"
which he cut in not very trendy Dalston, London.

He organises the whole thing, taking
about ten days 'to record and then

he drops the pace and switches to
acoustic for "Pistol Slipper Blues" by

Blind Boy Fuller and "Don't Know
Where I'm Going." But because he
can't manage anything like a half decent tone it's a bring down.
The pace builds again with the mandolin number "Going To My Home
Town," one of the most attractive in
his repertoire. He works into the song

the exception of John Lee Hooker's "Serve Your Right To
Suffer," is delivered quickly. Like a Mohammed Ali uppercut
they ha hard and fast, and do their damage before you know
your time has come.

Sexual prancings
gingerly via a sensitive intro bid sow]

opens up, all the while pounding his
foot against the creaky stage. And by
the time Gerry and Wilgar come in
the mood is one of pandemonium.

By thening's
ve
end two girls have
fainted on their feet and Rory narrowly miss. getting split down the
middle.

"The whole idea is a sort of jungle instinct," he says afterwards. "It's the
beat What would bring me down is
if they were raving and not listening
to the music. Some musicians knock
their audience f
sit down and

knock them when they rave. They
shouldn't have to di.ate. It should
be done with theseni
"I try not to analy the hysteria beause then it becomes premeditated,
almost manufactured. That's something that happens. with artists that
come from the promotional stables.

You must be able to control 'and

understand it to some degree otherwise you wouldn't know what's good

and what's rubbish but the thing is
to keep the ear on the music and not
get involved wish all those other
aspects. That's what can get you
m.sed up.
"The sort of reaction we got at the Isle
of Wight we were getting years be-

fore in Ireland. But you always have
to keep it in your head that it could

go either way. Once it becomes a
matter of course you start disintegrating.

"Tonight it was like playing fora bunch
of relatives. Everyone was really

happy and at the end I felt like going round and shaking everyone's
hand. You could walk off stage with
a long face and get yourself a new
sort of reputation. Good luck to the
groups that feel that way. They're
probably like that every day of their
lives."

yet released a single and has
He has
no intention of changing his policy.
"I'm afraid of what that whole scene

to people. The Stones and
Canned Heat have put out some nice
ones.
urnnu England it involves a
At of
ecessary ballyhoo. In
America it's ass another piece of
music on plasti.
"But here it becomes a big phobia
does

about what colour suit goes with
what colour scarf and the whole
thing gets out of hand. It's O.K. to

wear a sharp suit. But even the jean
thing can get out of hand. It all depends on your attitude.
"Groups like the New Seekers supply
music for

people who want that,

style. And they get tired on the road
just like us. They have the same wor-

ries as we do and there's really no
point in knocking them as people."

There is little room in their material foe einotional
development; instead they jump right into the meal of the tune,
race towards its peak and just as quickly finish it off. To the
band's advantage, all six musicians are incredibly familiar with
their instrumeMs (Wolf's voice being a very real instrument in
this context), and seem to know just what they are and are not
capable of doing. In addition, each member demonstrates an
uncanny ability to anticipate what the others are about to do, Me
result being Mat the J. Cells Band is remarkably cohesive and

polished-but nevertheless their playing is raw and uncerehml,
rismg from gut instincts and aiming directly at the collective gut
of the audience.
To their disadvantage, the band fails at this point to slier
anything startlingly new. It is a transparent band, whose
influences se out in the open. They draw in equal part from the
Noddy Waters and the Butterfield Band. Which is fair enough both those groups in their prime constitute admirable mentors.
But their stage mannerisms show a direct indebtedness to the
Rolling Stones and the sexual -malevolent prancings of Mick
Jagger. In short, the J. Galls Band is h, need of a longer spell
of maturation in order to personalise their music and its
presentation. One other drawback at this point which will also
likely alter with time is that every song sounds the same -re trite
criticism which is nevertheless valid in this case. With rhythmic,
melodic and emotional variation held to a minimum the show
takes on a degree of monotony despite the relendess and blistering
pace.

These observations aside, the J. Gels Band are already a
forceful addition to the American concert circuit, and one which
as already worth seeing whenever the opportunity arises. British
udiences should have that opportunity soon.
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CAPTAIN

John Mendelsohn

BEEFHEART
THERE'S not many bands who can
overcome the size, atmosphere and
acoustics of the Albert Hall like Captain Beefheart and his Magic Band
did last week. The only other band
I've seen there that sent them all
leaping in the aisles was Led Zeppelin.
and certainly the ecstatic reception

THERE ain't gonna be much
A about fascinating goings-on

in glamorous Hollywood this
around, amigos, on
account of your dedicated
correspondent spent the better
(or, more accurately, worse)

Ed Marimba. Then amidst cheering
and stamping, the Captain appeared

plus the rest of the band-Winged Bel
Fingerling and Zoot Horn Rollo on
guitars, and Ode Jon on bass. Then
ensued an hour and a half of the
Captain at his very best, despite setbacks with the PA, as the band apparently couldn't hear themselves too
well and the PA seemed to be pretty
inflexible-not much light and shadow.
They played numbers from more
recent
albums-"Spotlight
Kid,"
"Trout Mask Replica" and "Lick My
Decals Off Baby," plus others not yet
recorded.
The
most
striking thing
about the band, both on album and
live, is the Captain's voice. And what
really strikes you about this band on-

time

they create and sustain, weaving behind the Captain's voice; they are a
superbly polished rocking blues unit.
The Captain also played some remarkably fine harmonica, including

nomenal pop -rock combo's

the

is

part of the week in and en
route to and from surreal

Reno, Nevada, the poor man's

Las Vegas-a gambling and
quickie marriage / divorce
haven-and the scene of phe-

incredible cross rhythms

most hair-raising adventures
to date.
Painfully early we - four

"Click Clack" off the last album, and

giving an almost virtuoso performance until he decided to play a
was

roadies

musicians,

bit of horn-accompanied only by percussion -- which sounded rather like
an enraged bull elephant dancing, and
when that was applauded the Captain

Normal

Boredom and Brain Pants, and

road manager Wise Old Jake
and his lady-squashed our-

eagerly played some more, equally
badly played horn. After doing his

selves into a rented station
wagon with equipment -con-

famous whistled encore, the band came

back to do a couple more numbers.CAROLINE BOUCHER

trailer affixed and an
JOHN MENDELSOHN . .. on taining
old Chevy.
the road

JOHN MAYALL

Which resulted in our being told
that the town was 'insufficiently

spacious for both him and us by

a pistol -toting red -neck goon who

turned out to be half -owner of
the club.
Sunday morning, after three
hours of fitful sleep, Surly Ralph,

discovering America

seemed to overcome the Captain himself.
With his flair for the unusual, the
act started off with a ballerina giving
a short display, followed by a belly
dancer who also gave off her impressive best. Rockette Morton, in beautiful white Capone suit and hat opened
the act with an extraordinarily impressive bass solo, joined by drummer

stage

mike -stands.

Then we drove north by east for
twelve hours that your dedicated

correspondent made seem like
twelve hundred for his fellow station -wagon passengers by munch-

ing sunflower seeds and shooting time-lapse footage of the long
and winding road and its residents.

California, it might here be
noted with distress, is, presumably
like the rest of America, essentially

a few huge cities separated by

hundreds of miles of barren boring
nothingness containing little to

amuse the urban passer -through

but hostile red -neck locals Who
say things like, "Shee-if, is that

a boy or a girl?" and franchise

hamburger and fried chicken restaurants that look identical with
those in the big cities but whose
burgers and chicken are invariably a million times greasier.
We spent most of Friday trying
to get ourselves accommodated
after being double-crossed out of
the motel we'd been contractually

promised - drinking incredible
amounts of Scotch, tequila, and

club's bar

orange juice in the

while we waited endlessly for a

The Kiddo and your dedicated
correspondent joined

sound -check that only depressed
us anyway, and searching in vain
for pornographic magazines in the
title market across the road.

Old

wagon and thus in time for us to

get a good night's sleep before
the next morning's recording session.

The thirty -or -so Reno teens
that our opening set failed to

Two hours closer to home, a
few miles south of Sacramento,

bore, confuse, or frighten out of
the club very much liked us.

the great beige beast broke down,
which it apparently so enjoyed that

Saturday was (Kentucky) Colonel Sanders Fried Chicken (it's his
secret recipe that does it), Scotch,
television basketball, and poker in

our rooms after incredibly cold
forty -mile -per -hour winds that had
repelled our valiant attempt to
sight -see in grotesque down town
Reno, where fifty trillion neon
bulbs flash twenty-four hours a

it did it again a short while later
in ugly Stockton, where it could
not be induced to start up again.
We three singers had tittle recourse but to leave Wise Old Jake

and lady in a sordid motel and

board a Greyhound bus that eight

excruciatingly uncomfortable hours
after escaping said city spat us

out in a lonely corner of the San
Fernando Valley, and not, as the

day.

At the conclusion of that evening's performance, your dedicated
correspondent, slightly drunk, in-

chap at the ticket -window has 'promised, in downtown Hollywood.
Thus it was a rickety cab driven
by a gentleman who did a remark-

furiated by equipment breakdowns,

and in no little pain (a result of
being both more

Wise

Jake and lady in the Chevy-which
Y.D.C. cleverly figured would get
us home quicker than the station -

able job of concealing the terror
caused him by the maniacal blabberings of three wild-eyed, longhaired musicians-that got us
home at 5.30 a.m.
It's so lonely at the bottom.

than slightly

drunk and inclined to spectacular
gymnastic feats difficult enough

when unequivocably sober), went
slightly berserk and laid waste in
the manner of former idol P.
Townshend to a couple of naughty

"I'M NOT only fighting for
my

business

said

life,"

Terry Knight at his press
greatest contribution to the

Will Grand

years."
Wearing a bright cranberry

Funk ever

conference

in New York

City. "I'm fighting for the

youth of the world that's
been made in the past ten

JOHN MAYALL
"COME onl Gather round. We'll make
it like a small club." And so it was.
With the lights up and first house time
fast converging into the second, hardly
any of Monday's Festival Hall audience
remained seated. They either stood
and applauded or made for the front
to cheer John Mayall's dynamic new
band.

It was an unqualified triumph. In
fact, Mayall himself seemed quite over-

come with the reception. And the audience just couldn't hear enough of the
new band.
The new Mayall sound is virtually
blues with a swing. It jumps rather
than drives along, winding up a showcase for the individual band members.
Mayali stays largely in the background,
almost willing the others to steal the

show.
Besides

his

old

compatriot,

Keef

Hartley on drums, the rest of the lineup are black musicians spanking with
professionalism. His guitarist, Freddie
Robinson is superb with a playing style
that is steeped in jazz. He couldn't do
anything wrong-the audience hung on
every fast lick.
Completing the
Mitchell (trumpet
Clifford
Solomon

sound

are
Blue
flugal ;arn);
(saxaphone)
and

and

added at the last minute Victor Gaskin
on electrified double bass.-ROBERT
BRINTON

GLEN CAMPBELL

Campbell's name inevitably conjures
up images of engaged couples or Mums

and Dads having a night out. To many,
Glen Campbell is the Empire Ballroom
personified.

Hot so, however. I turned up, by
free choice, at the second of Camp-

bell's two concerts at the New Victoria
Theatre last Saturday, wearing the same
jeans and sneakers I'd worn to Soft
Machine, T -Rex, Jeff Beck, Free, Pink
Floyd, etc. Why? Because behind the
showbiz exterior lies a magnificent
talent, and good music is good music
no matter what the trimmings.
Among the long list of numbers
Campbell performed, with an impressive orchestra, rhythm section and
choir behind him, were Kristofferson's
"Help Me Make It Through The
Night," Brel's "If You Go Away,"
"Take

Make -Believe,"

Orbison's

including

several

Me

of

Home

Webb's,

"Phoenix" and "Witchita
Lineman," Conway Twitty's "It's Only
-"Sweet

Baby" and the highly -emo"Galveston"
and
many
more. MICHELE O'DRISCOLL

Dreams

tional "Crying," "Gentle on my Mind,"

ONLY

at the gathered press and TV

cameras, one of Rock -n -Roll's
greatest showmen summed up

his reasons for instigating a
five million dollar lawsuit
against John L. Eastman.

Mr Eastman is the brother of
lovely Linda McCartney and
business representative for
Paul McCartney, and one of
the more controversial members of that popular rock
group of the sixties.
Eastman, Knight said, is atGrand
Funk Railroad away from him.
tempting to

SADLY, music has become very sectional and the mere mention of Glen

John
Denver's
Country Roads,"

turtleneck
wool
coloured
sweater, with his modish hairdo recently highlighted by just
a touch of silver and his eyes
staring intently straight ahead

"entice"

So now Terry Knight, who
perhaps consciously patterned

his group's success after the
career of the Beatles, and in
many

ways

surpassed

them

(the comparisons are obvious,
but some of the subtleties are
interesting as well-even down

to Knight's picking the same
press agent that Allen Klein
did)

has

now

joined

sym-

pathetic forces in a way, with
Allen

Klein who

is

ALSO

suing Eastman.

It was quite a week to come back
to New York City after my restful
European trip of several months.
There were a few major concerts,
some semi -important press parties,

the opening of the Bangla Desh

50P DOWN any 4 LPs

Balance 50p weekly.*The 4 LPs, fresh from the makers, are posted to you, anywhere in G.B. Just send 50p P.O. (no cheques or cash) with a list of LPs and S.A.E.
for receipt. PRINT your full name, address and age. * (Approved orders)
Any popular LPs including:

JOHN LENNON, ROD STEWART, T. REX, CAT STEVENS,
WHO, LED ZEPP, FACES, ELVIS, DEEP PURPLE, CAROLE
KING, DIANA ROSS, WISHBONE ASH, BEATLES, STONES
and

all the latest groups

THE G. A. LONG PLAY CENTRE
(Dept. DSF), 42 GT. CAMBRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, N.I7.

play together
yet Terry Knight managed
in his fabulously dramatic way to
upstage them all.
Telegrams were sent out announcing that he was going to
make public his lawsuit against a
well-known third person. Rumours
centred on everyone from Twiggy
film,

to Nixon. When we got to

his

office Terry was at his huge, uncluttered lacquered desk with six
gold LPs behind him on the wall
(great

for

television

coverage),

fixing a battery of rock reporters
and TV newsmen. He proceeded
to read aloud a five -page press
release about the suit.
To make a long and nither
complicated legal story shorter

Terry was recently informed that

John L. Eastman was to act on
behalf of the members of Grand

and he, Terry
Knight-founder, manager, pro-

Funk

Railroad

ducer and Svengali of the group-

was no longer to be considered

their manager or representatiw...
In addition to having guided the

careers of the boys from their

obscure beginnings in Flint, Michigan, three years ago, Terry is
also President of Terry Knight
Enterprisers, an entertainment

complex that owns the subsidiary

company Good Knight Productions, which in turn owns the recording contracts of Grand Funk

Railroad and leases them to Capitol

and Story Book Music Co.

which publishes the musical and
literary works of Grand Funk. He
is also President and Managing

Director of Grand Funk's Corporation, GFRR Enterprises Ltd.
It is difficult to say what this
could mean in terms of the future
of the group. If the boys do, in
fact. mean to "fire" Knight. he

could possibly prevent them from
ever performing in public, or recording as Grand Funk Railroad
ever again. It is also highly un-

likely thtat anyone could do. or
will continue to do, what Terry
Knight has done for this group-

made what was almost universally
critically

denounced as a non -

again?
one of the
largest drawing and grossing bands
in rock's history.
musical entity into

Mark, Mel and Don have not

made any statements, and it is all
extremely puzzling. There have
been rumours that the band is
not drawing all that well any

more, and were he to exit now,
win his lawsuit, and

the band

fade away, it would become clearer

than ever that HE indeed-Terry
Knight-was really Grand Funk
Railroad.
When I left the press confer-

ence I noticed an interesting wall
right outside Terry Knight's office
. . . there were many posters of

Grand Funk Railroad, blow-ups
of album covers of theirs, and
right at the end,

there was a

solitary poster of Paul McCartney,
taken from the RAM album cover.
. . . Perhaps Terry Knight wants
to manage him?
Delaney and Bonnie performed

at Carnegie Hall this week with
Billy Preston (who also joined
their set) and Loggins and Mes-

sina on the bill as well. That
same night Columbia Records
threw a party at the Tavern for

them.
Loggins and Messina performed
an enjoyable set (Messina is
formerly of the Buffalo Springfield
and Poco).
Kris Kristofferson and Rita

Coolidge showed up, so did Billy
Preston, John Hammond Jr., Loudon Wainwright Ill, John Kay

and John Sinclair, recently

released from jail. Delaney and
Bonnie did an impromptu set
with Rita and John Hammond

helping out.
Loudon Wainwright Ill has also

joined the Columbia label, and
he was performing all last week

at the Gaslight. Backing him on
some numbers were White Cloud,

TERRY KNIGHT .

.

a Rock -n -Roll group that was on
the bill as well. They may back

him on some songs for his new
LP, to be recorded shortly . . .
such songs as "Dead Skunk In
The Middle Of The Road" and
"East Indian Princess." Loudon
has written a lot of other great
new songs-one called "I Know

five million dollar lawsuit
.

. .

. John Cale's eagerly awaited

LP wll

be titled "Academy In
Peril" and Andy Warhol will design the album comer. . . . And

Carole

King

walked

off

with

FOUR Grammies - the awards
given out by the National Aca-

with

demy of Recording Arts and
Sciences. She got best song, best
songwriter, best album and best
female vocalist of 1971. Isaac

and "Motel Blues." The next LP
is eagerly awaited.

was voted best female R -n -B artist,
Lou Rawls best male R -n -B vocalist, the Carpenters won something

You're In There" which is in line

his starker, more serious
work. He still performs favourites
"Delaware,'
"Suicide Song"
like

John Kay has gone solo because
"wasn't fun any

Steppenwolf

more," and he debuted his new
act at the Bitter End last week.
He also hosted a press party at
the top of the Empire State Building-complete with two gorillas

Hayes won for "Shaft," Aretha
.

.

. and so forth and so on. The

televised

awards were so

over-

whelmingly outrated in the TV

ratings competition by the film

"West Side Story" that it is =likely that this dreary affair will
be televised again.
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LONDON

BASILDON

KELLEYS

* * Fair

* * * Good

* * * * Outstanding

PAUL SIMON, £2.29.
Groundhogs, £2.30.

DOORS-Wild Scenes Inside The
Goldmine (double album), £3A5.
MELANIE-Garden In The City,
Ulm To
Teach The World To Sing, £2.15.

Mail Singles

sible" has plenty of fire and feeling, though Stubbs' skat singing
at the close seems unnecessary.
It's a good album for re -capturing the amazing atmosphere and
excitement
the
"Magnificent
Seven" created at London's Albert Hall last year.
The voices blend beautifully
and beefy bass and that jangling
tambourine which is such an

important facet of the Motown
very

much to the fore. A fine album

combination

of talent. **** ML

Certainly a live album which has
the old feet tapping in seconds.

There's twelve of the Africa 70
in all-which includes two trumpets and two saxes. The resulting sound is somewhere between
Osibisa and the funky back-

ground to Tamla, and it's compulsively good. Ransome-Kuti
composed all the numbers, Gin-

ger Baker executes some very
fine and distinctive drumming
and it's a good exciting album.

*** CB

1HE LEGENDARY MASTERS
SERIES-IUnited Artists). This
is three double albums, costing
and

are:

Fats

Domino (UAD 60015-16), Eddie

(UAD
60017-18),
Ricky Nelson (UAD 60019-20).
The albums are well packaged,
Cochrane

with a little glossy booklet full

of facts inside, and include most

of the major works of all three
artists.

Reproduction is good,

especially on the Ricky Nelson
album, presumably because it
was better recorded in the first
place.

Also out at the same time on
United Artists is a compendium

reduction on all

Telephone 21638

pre-recorded Cassettes
BIRKENHEAD

TOPS and SUPREMES
Argyles ("Alley Oop!"), besides

Eddie Cochran and Fats Domino

UA have done a fine

tracks.

job with their "From the Vaults"
series, and now this. Keep up

the fine nostalgic work. ****
CB

CRAZY HORSE-"Loose" (Reprise K44171, £2.29). More than

a year has gone by since Neil
Young's excellent backing band

released their first solo albumand gained belated recognition.
But their new album, produced
by Fred Catero, can't be compared to the first since the main
writers, guitarist Danny Whitand
Nitzsche,
group.

pianist/arranger Jack
have since left the

The new guitarists, George

Whitsell and Greg Leroy, share

in the songwriting on "Loose"
and if the songs lack some of
vividness of the earlier
material, the magic is still there.
Tight vocal. harmonies domithe

throughout and they are
dependent on studio Wizardry. On ballads like "Kind
nate
less

of Woman," Crazy Horse are
restrained and make good use of

dynamics. The songs are basic
and lacking in imagery, relying
more on the sound and music
than the lyrics.
"One
Sided
Love"
and

"Move" show that

they

can

rock with the best of them. Give

this album a listen-it's worth
it.

*** GP

DENVER'S "Aerie"
(RCA SF 8252: £2.19) is the
only album I can remember in
a long time that's evoked so
JOHN

much happiness and sadness all

in the space of 40 minutes. He
combines beautiful words with
fine guitar work to produce this
piece of musical poetry. Of the
11

tracks, he wrote four and

co -wrote

two.

This

helps

to

avoid a feeling of sameness running through every song, al-

though "Starwood In Aspen"-

album, "Rock 'n' Roll Is Here
To Stay" (UAS 29336, £2.70).

a story of how he feels homesick

it as Jerry Lee Lewis, Smiley
Lewis (doing "I Hear You
Knocking");
the
Hollywood

blance to the harder "City Of

- This has such little beauties on

46p

82 Town Square, Basildon

ten

"Fela Ransome-Kuti And the
Africa '70 With Ginger BakerLive!" (EMI SLRZ 1023 £1.99).

48p & 50p

Singles Still Only

There are some nice songs
here-David Gates' "If," with
Jean and Levi taking alternate
verses and giving the song a
whole new meaning; and the
funky, stompin' Stills' favourite
"Love The One You're With,"
leading itself beautifully to the

The intro track "It's Impos-

105

CCS, £2.15.

able, highly -polished harmonies.

Tamla treatment.

reduction on all LPs

£2.15.

NEW SEEKERS-We'd

groups very much in the background, though nonetheless important, providing those inimit-

each

15%

WHO WILL SAVE THE WORLD-

join the explosive tonsils of Miss
Terrell, with the rest of their

f2.70p

OPENING OFFER

NEW AGE OF ATLANTIC. 99p.

TOPS
"Dynamite"
(1 amla Motown STML 11203;
£1.99). For Tops and Supremes
-read: Levi Stubbs/Jean Terrell
duets
for that's basically what "Dynamite" is all
about. The electric lungs of Levi

first-class

Telephone: 01-629 0543

Ple,

£2.15.

FOUR

from a

22 BROOK STREET, LONDON, WI

MACLEAN-American

DON

number

always,

RECORDS
JO .10 GUNNE, £2.25.

THE SUPREMES AND THE

as

RON'S MUSIC SHOP

SPINNERS-toys Is Teasing, £2.15.

a lucky

"sound" are,

fe'elt

* Poor

Seven's

11

when he's away from his family
-doesn't bear too much resemNew

Orleans."

Denver

has

A shot of lo lo Gunne
JO JO GUNNE - "Jo Jo Gunne" (Asylum SYLA 8752, £2.15).
The name comes from an old Chuck Berry tune and if ever there
was a certainty in the very uncertain music business this is the one.
They are four pretty young men, glowing with Californian vitality.
That description also happens to fit their music. It's basically straight
rock bitt with the indelible and unmistakable stamp of a group of
musicians who are trying just that little bit harder for something

different. "Run, Run Run," a single taken from this, their debut
album, is already burning its way up the chart. It's typical of many
of the album's tracks. It rolls easily across the mind-not overtly
aggressive but with enough oomph to make you cock an ear.
"Babylon," also on the first side, is even more attractive.
The line-up is Jay Ferguson, keyboards; Matthew Andes, guitar;
Mark Andes, bass; Curley Smith, drums. All four provide vocals
and this is where much of their strength lies. *** AT

and Cartridges.

. amazing atmosphere
enhanced

other writers' work,

SPECIAL OFFER of Cassette and Cartridge

too. His version of Kristofferson's "Casey's Last Ride" is a
credit to both of them. On a

players for personal shoppers.

more dramatic scene, "Readjustment Blues" shows he isn't all
soft lovesongs, but can come
pretty heavy on the strong

numbers. * * * RR

BIRMINGHAM

JOHN STEWART-"The LonePicker Rides Again"
some

U.K. ORDERS POST FREE
EXPORT ORDERS FREE OF PURCHASE TAX.

(Warner Brothers K 46135:
£2.09). The musicians who made

this album with John Stewart
could have done just as well
without, as long as he had still

written the songs. The Monkees'

version of his "Daydream Be-

liever" had more life and a more

RECORDS

R. S. KITCHEN

11 The Grosvenor
Shopping Centre

22 KING EDWARD STREET
LEEDS 1
For all EPs, LPs contact one of

(H. S. & F. D. Jackson Ltd.)

presentation,
than
Stewart could give his own song.
The arrangements are fine, with
sensitive guitars, but there is the
distinct impression that Stewart's
polished

voice is long past its best. I was
sad all the way through, but not
sure if it was the words that
was causing it, or my desperate
wish for him to sing in key without breaking down. Fortunately,
he had Kate Taylor, Buffy Ford
and a lady called Jennifer to see

him through. Buffy Ford did a
fine job on "Bolinas" and "All
The

Brave

Horses."

I

never

thought he'd make it. ** RR

JOHN PRINE
40357:

£2.09).

(Atlantic

K

Prine sings his

own "Spanish Piped ream" much
the same way as John Denver did

it, but his style is more "howdy
doody" than Denver. He has a
heavier backing mob too. Buddy
Emmens on organ and Steve
Goodman on acoustic guitar are
among them.

Prine's songs were generally
the others, and
had a deep cynicism hidden in
them, although that wasn't immediately apparent. "You Flag
Decal Won't Get You Into
Heaven Anymore" is a very
funny song and comes into the
Tom Paxton league. The slide

NORTHFIELD
021-476 3973

16 St. Mary's Row

JOHN HARTFORD

7,t\cics

q'FVES

We stock a comprehensive
range of modern music and
eight -track stereo cartridges.
Specialists

in R & B

and Discotheque Music
Main suppliers to Birmingham's Night Clubs
8 Coton Lane
Erdington, Birmingham 23

CAMBRIDGE

ANDY'S
RECORD STALL
Cambridge Market
Monday to Saturday

Also

at Bury St. Edmunds Market
on Saturdays

Plane" (Warner
43136, £2.09). This is not what

you'd expect from the man who

wrote "Gentle On My Mind."

BRUCE'S RECORD SHOP

He is an ace banjo picker and

Head Keeper, Dave Mason (Import),

a

Hey Jude, Beatles (Import), £2.99.
Greenhouse, Leo Kottke (import),

son Randy plays bass here-but
not necessarily a true blue hillbilly hick. His bluegrass/rock
takes strange forms. He can be

nostalgic on "Steam Boat Whistle

Blues" or "Station Break," then
perform an amazing guitar solo
like "Presbyterian Guitar." Very

impressive. *** RR

17(p).

Shops at

24 Cambridge Heath Road, El
(790 1074) and
67 Leather Lane, EC1 (405 1270)

Have permanent Sale
duced to 62(p.

of

STEPHEN STILLS, "MANASSAS,"
£3.60.
PROCOL HARUM LIVE, £2.07.
T.
REX
DOUBLE
LP,
"MY
PEOPLE AND PROFITS," £2.07.
JETHRO TULL, "THICK AS A
BRICK," £2.07.
HEAD, HANDS AND FEET, £2.07.

THESE ALBUMS AVAILABLE
THROUGH MAIL ORDER ONLY.

All orders sent post

free.

Papworth of Nottingham
32 Alfraton Road, Nottingham
NG7 3NL

LPs re-

NEW SOUL
CATALOGUE

Shop at

4 Station Place, Finsbury Park, N4
(272 0455)

Specialise in Reggae and Soul

now out, containing hundreds
titles.

return.

Send

S.A.E.

for

£2.99.

£2.99.

Happy Christmas The War Is Over,
John Lennon (Import Single), 75P
Cash with order post free U.K.
79

Rose

St.,

Edinburgh 0)1 226

2804; 1 Sauchlahall St., Glasgow,

041 332 3210.

of

speedy

SELECTA DISC
92 ARKWRIGHT STREET
NOTTINGHAM

WELLINGBOROUGH
WORLD WIDE RECORD SERVICI

PLUS SOUL
IMPORTS

WE GIVE Ti%
DISCOUNT ON
ALL ALBUMS.
Stockata 4:-

* QS 'Hakes 4

120..onds

Ten Years After "Alvin Green &
Co." LP. £2.00.
"Flash" New LP, £2.15.
"Jo Jo Gunne" New LP, £2.15.
Thin ',lazy "Shades of Blue" LP,
£2.00.
Rumple Pie "Smokin" LP, £1.99.
Jim' Hendrix "More Experience"
LP, £1.99.
"CCS" New LP,' £2.15.
John Dummer Band "Blue" LP,
£2.25.

Beatles "Magical Mystery Tour"
(Import) LP. £2.95.

Beatles "Early Years" LP,

EDINBURGH

K

fan of 'Earl Scruggs-Earl's

FOR MUSIC

All collectors meet at our Record
Stall outside Whitechapel Underground Station (Fridays and Saturdays). Bargains In LPs and singles

021-350 6174

"Aereo

Brothers

PAUL

10% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS

Papworths offer
JO JO GUNNE LP, £2.15.

ROBIN WILLIAMSON, "MYRRH,"
£1.35.
SLADE, "SLADE ALIVE," £1.94.
GROUNDHOGS, "WHO WILL SAVE
THE WORLD," £2.15.
JIM CAPPALDI, "0 HOW WE
DANCED," £2.07.

LONDON

021-449 2974

BIRMINGHAM

guitar is brilliant and a good

time. **** RR

Shops.
Leeds
Leading Record
Full postal service provided. For
further information, contact:
LEEDS 22222

MOSELEY

stronger than

foil for Prime's Dylanese drollery. And the thoughts left in
your head after he's finished
singing "Donald And Lydia" are
worth keeping for a long, long

NOTTINGHAM

LEEDS

77p.

Special Bargain offer:

MAGGIE MAYS
MUSICE SHOP
RECORDS, CASSETTES
TAPES

AND THE FULL RANGE
OF

MARINE ICE-CREAM
146 UPPER STREET, N.1
01-226 7890

Tamla Motown Chartbusters Separate LPs, Vol. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6,
each £1.75.
New Quadrophonic 8 Track Tapes

now In stock. Send for lists.
Large stocks of Musicassettes and
8 -track cartridges. UK customers
please add 10p p & p. All orders
over £3 sent post free In UK only.
All overseas orders sent free of 17K
tax. Details of postage charges on
request. From:

JORDANS MUSIC CENTRE LTD.
17 Victoria Road, Wellingborough.

Telephone 2689
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CLIWIFIED AD,

POEMS WANTED. Interesting

prizes. Send s.a.e. for Free Edi-

torial Opinipn: Strand Literary
Editions (AB), 30 Baker Street,

VACANT, MUSICIANS WANTED. INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE,
INSTRUMENTS WANTED, GROUPS. GROUPS WANTED, RECORDS FOR SALE
AND WANTED. RECORD PLAYERS FOR SALE AND WANTED
and other ordinary announcements the rate is SP
Per word
FPECIAL NOTICES, PUBLIC NOTICES. PERSONAE, TUITION, PRINTING.
RECORD,INGS. DFAD-DL.W.S. PAN CLUBS. per
VOCALisTS. ETC.. the rata is 8p per word
word
ENGAGEMENTS WANTED. Rate 4p per word (minimum 14p)

SITUATIONS

London W1E 7F.7

MAKE FRIENDS with our

friends.-S.a.e.

to
Five Star
Friendship Club, Star House,
Padiham, Lancs.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS under any heading 8p per word.

North
East.-Box
friendship,
DE.2044.
BACHELOR 21. Londoner, tall,

oar owner, depressed since loss of
girlfriend. Seeks friendly sincere
girl.-Box DE.2045.

FOR WORLD WIDE PEN -

FRIENDS apply With full particu-

standards

/ars and self-addressed envellope
to: The International Correspondence Bureau, A. M. Braun, D-8

PERSONAL
POEMS

Dateline
Takes the
guess -work out of
choosing friends
Let the Dateline Computer
Dating System find them
for you.
Post the coupon now for
details:
Dateline, 23 Abingdon Rd.,
London \a/8. 01-937 0102.

Please send me my
Dateline application form
and full details:
Nam*

SEP.

FRENCH Pen Friends, all ages.
-S.a.e. for details: Anglo-French
Correspondence

DATES ARRANGED by post.
Age 16 upwards, everywhere. Fo
free brochure write stating age
Mayfair Introductions (Dept 10)
291 Finchley Road, London, NW3
6ND.

MALE 26, seeks sincere girl
East Anglia.-Box

friend
in
DE.2043.

WORLDWIDE OCCULT,

witchcraft introductions, etc.S.a.e. to: "Occult," The Golden

Wheel, Liverpool 15.

Club,

Falcon

House, Burnley, Lancs.
GAY MAGAZINES!! Free! !

126-A,

Lindwurmstrasse

15,

Germany (DME)

W.

(founded in 1945).
WORLDWIDE and

English
Penfriends. Free Letter Writing
Hints. - Send s.a.e., Secretary,
70a Dornton Road, London,
S.W.12.
FREE! FREE! FREE! Penfriends.-Send s.a.e. for list to:

P/pals, Box 253, Southgate, London, NI4.

HAIR by "Keep Your Hair
On" for guys. -01-267 4205.
FOR FREE LIST OF PEN

S.a.e. brings details. Club, Falcon House,

compatible with your tastes

and desires. Post this coupon
for free details.

Burnley, Lancs.

PEN FRIENDS at home and
abroad. Stamped envelope for
details. - European Friendships
Society, Burnley, Lancs.
JANE SCOTT for genuine

friends, introductions opposite sex
with sincerity and thoughtfulness.
Details free.-Stamp to: Jane
Scott, 50/D1, Maddox Street,
London, Wl.

UNUSUAL PEN FRIENDS.

Excitingly different. Stamped envelope for reply: De8 Bureau
Britannia, 13 Sycamore Grove,

New free service for DISC readers
We are all record collectors in one way or another and everyone has their
own tastes. Maybe you have a copy of a deleted Hendrix single you
would like to sell and at the same time there is perhaps a Jerry Lee
Lewis single on the Sun Label you would like to have. This great new
free Disc service gives you the opportunity to buy and sell records to
mould your albums and singles collections into the shape you want.
The advertisements will start in our April 15 issue and your "big deal"
will be included as soon as possible.
Tick the heading you want in the boxes provided and send to: Big

Deal, Disc 1:3 Pemberton Row, London EC4P 4AA.
NOT MORE THAN 25 WORDS, INCLUDING YOUR ADDRESS OR
PHONE NUMBER. PLEASE PRINT.

smso

anima

nimal

Big Deal, Disc, 1-3 Pemberton Row,
London EC4P 4AA.
Discs Wanted:
Albums
Singles
Collectors items 1=1

NAME:
ADDRESS:

POST FREE.

Haverhill,

I

L_

_ _ _ _ _J

S.I.M. (DM3) Braemar House,
Queens Road, Reading.

INTERNATIONAL Penfriends
-Large Lists of British girls (looking for boys!)-S.A.E. c/o 23 Lull worth Close, Harrow.
SUPERMAN (26), wants super girl (16 upwards), friendship/love.
(Manchester).-Box 2046
MARY BLAIR CORRESPONDENCE BUREAU. Introductions
everywhere.-S.a.e. to: 43/21 Llanfair D.O., Ruthin, Denbyshire.

MUSICAL SERVICES
SONGWRITERS. Send your
songs (Words and Music or Words
s.a.e. - JANAY
only)
and

MUSIC, Dept. DM, 81A North
Street, Chichester.
SONG AND LYRIC writers
wanted. Send s.a.e. for FREE
copy of "Front Song Lyric to

Commercial Record."-Sylvanbury
Records (Dept. D2), 30 Craven
Street. London WC2N 5NT.

LYRICS WANTED. Free recording of your songs when successful. 11 St. Albans Avenue,
London. W.4.
LYRIC WRITERS required by
Recording

Company.

Details

Bloxwich,

Stafford-

(s.a.e.)-Robert Noakes,
Road,

way

Coal -

3

shire.

YOUR LYRICS edited, set to
music FREE.
Dee Music, 85
Blurton
(S.a.e.)

Road,

Stoke-on-Trent.

Music,

85

Road,

Blurton

and

photos

150

DOUBLE-DECKER to Silifke,
Southern Turkey, Great sounds all

the way. Only £23 single £36 return. 01-672 2239.
MANUSCRIPTS (All kinds) invited for Publication. Send MSS/

S.A.E.-Woods Publishing, High
Street, Dovercourt, Essex.

ECONOMY FLIGHTS. India,
Canada,

East

Africa,

Rayleigh, Essex.

JULY 1972, Newport Jazz Fes-

tival. Special 6-, '10- and 14 -day

trips.-Ring 01-876 8633 now for

further details.
SOLE AGENCY can be offered

to an Established Company for

the services of a well equipped
Liverpool Recording Company.

Some of the finest facilities outside London include: Modern 8 track, double track, Stereo/Mono
8 -channel Mixer with Stereo and
8 -track and 2 -track modes. Invest-

MALE 24, interested in Clairvoyancy seeks girl friend StalyBridge area.-Box DE.2049.

YOUNG MAN wants

male

area.-Bax

friends Manchester
DE.2048

PENFRIENDS WANTED all
ages:-s.a.e. to-Russell Enterprises, 65, Victoria Road, Manchester, MI6 8DQ.
BRIAN 25, seeks

girlfriend
Northampton or anywhere, gen-

uine-Box DE.2047.
AROUND 90 potential dates plus

your ideal introduction for only
El! (S.a.e for details and application form).-The Peace Club,
(DI), 18 Woden
Wednesbury, Staffs.

Road

East,

MAKE NEW FRIENDS, Marriage Partners.-Stamp to: Miss
Chidgey, (Dept. A32),
124
Friendship,
Club,

Postal
Keys

GOOD PRICES paid for your

unwanted 45s and LPs. Send s.a.e.
with details to: F. L. Moore
(Records) Ltd., 167a Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds.

SELL US your unwanted records. Send details and s.a.e. to-

Robins Records, Chapel Cottage,
Great Bardfield, Braintree, Essex.

CASH BY RETURN. Up to
75p paid for LPs of Elvis, Jim
Reeves, Johnny Cash and other
top artists.-Send your parcel today to: B.G.R.C., 266 London

Road. Croydon. Surrey.

THREE SINGLES by Ken
Let Me Cry On Your Shoulder.
Good condition only.-Mr. Chris
Dodd wanted. Promises, Mine, and

Lyons, 50 Knowsley Court, Rock
Ferry. Birkenhead.
RECORD BAZAAR. Records

wanted, cash by return, send to
1142/6 Arevle Street, Glasgow.

TOP PRICES PAID for

YOUNG MAN, 24, would like
attractive girl penfriend in London

DISC JOCKEY with full equipment loves to play good old rock
'n' roll.-Phone South Ockendon,

ARE

YOU

under the 1925-28
Theatrical Employers Registration
Act."
registration

MOBILE
DISCOTHEQUES
MOOD MOSAIC from £10. DISCOTHEQUE from £7.50.-

01-886 9359.

01-722 6885.

DAVE JANSEN.-01-699 4010.

Chiswick, London W4 3LL.
TAMLAS FROM 15p. Soul
and Pop Singles from 5p.-S.A.E.
4 Cavendish Ave., St. Leonardson-Sea, Sussex.
BORROW LPs by post and save
money; latest sounds.-Send s.a.e.
for details to: 17(D) Park View
Court, Fulham High St., London
SW6 123.

TEN MIXED soul singles for

only
clude:

plus 15p p&p. Artists in-

Marvin

Earl -Van -Dyke,

WANTED
MUNGO JERRY-Press cut-

tings wanted.-Box DE.2042.

BEATLES' MONTHLIES,

Press cuttings, Xmas records, write
stating price to-Miss E. A. Hoyle,
59, Oakham Road, Dudley, Worcs.

TUITION
POP SINGING TUITION. All
personal

styles

Tuition.

RECORDS 50,000 from 10p.-

Tuition. - MAURICE BURMAN
SCHOOL, 30 Baker Street London, WIM 2DS. 01-363 0466.

with order to: Bostock's
Records, 172 Wilson Road, Bradford, Yorkshire.

Cash

ginners

encouraged

-1142/6 Argyle Street, Glasgow.
EX -JUKE BOX RECORDS.
Recent hits at bargain prices. Also
Tamla 4 soul imports. S.a.e. for
lists.-R. Newton, 18 Whiteoaks
Drive, Bishops Wood, Brewood,

4540 (Essex) evenings.

Staffs.

BEATLES, STONES, Cash,
Dylan, Presley. Special cassette

tapes for collectors. - S.a.e. for

details to: Midland Mail Order
Co. Ltd., 66 Castleford Road,
Sparkhill, Birmingham.

RECORD COLLECTORS!

World-wide service.

Best

sellers

stocked. Discontinued record spe-

1000's available. Disco's
delight! Thousands listings! Hours
browsing.-Send 13p current issue.
The Record Collector (D), Heanor,

cialists.

Derbys.
OVERSEAS

CUSTOMERS

supplied with Records and Musical

Instruments free of British

purchase tax. Cheaper for quantities. Orders over £10.00 post free.

All British orders post

free. -

RON'S MUSIC SHOP (EXPORT)

LTD., 25 ILFORD LANE, IL -

readers living in NORWAY,
SWEDEN, FINLAND, DENMARK,
GERMANY,
HOLLAND, BELGIUM etc. Now
quickly

and

tax

free

from - TANDY'S (D),

Neil Diamond, James
Brown, Rod Stewart, Cat Stevens,
Rory Gallagher, Steve Marriott.
Send 12p for two fully illustrated
colour catalogues to-G. B.
Studios (D), 26 Shaftesbury Road,
Bolan,

Southport.

POSTERS-POP SHIRTS! Fab-

ulous Colour Posters (39 x 27):

David Cassidy 98p. Pete Duel/
Ben Murphy 85p each. Giant new
Bolan On Stage, full length 85p.
Illustrated

T-shirts

TOM JONES OFFICIAL FAN

CLUB. - Send a stamped adenvelope to: P.O. Box
Shepperton, Middlesex.

3,

David

Cas-

sidy: Duel & Murphy: New Seekers 98p (inc.).-Cards & Posters,

22 Moor Street, Birmingham 4.
BEATLES'
AUTOGRAPHS
for sale. - Enquiries to: 88

Cawdar Drive, Glenrothes, Fite,
CLIFF RICHARD The Shadows
M.W.F. Cassette/live tapes rare
items. Details large S.A.E. 7, Hay burn House, Lingdale Road,

Woodside, Bradford, Yorkshire.
CASSETTES, low -noise, C90-50p, C60 -32p, Hargreaves
Electrics, 4 Roman Way, Dordon,
Tamworth, Staffordshire.

TRAVEL

from

o0If YOU are

between 18-30
and seeking an

18/20

4

Wolverhampton Road, Warley,
Worcestershire.
GOLDEN OLDIES. Cheap,
hundreds of hits. - S.a.e. lists
"Records," 14 Castle Avenue,

i

i

2,500 New/used, Cassettes/Tapes,

for sale. Also LP/Singles, and free
Cassette/Tape, lending club(s).
S.a.e. 26 Whitburn, Lewisham,
S.E.13.

ALL BEACH BOYS LPs. Also
hundreds oldie 45s, 78s, LPs. -22
Pound Lane, Poole, Dorset.

:

exciting holiday.
then join
one of our mixed
party overland
and air
expeditions to:
MOROCCO

1.11",
from £39
Write for a brochure to:

Crosshill, Lochoelly, Fife.

NOMAD TRAIL

EXPEDITIONS
85 MONTPELIER TERRACE
CHELTENHAM. GLOUCS

Disc Classified Order

Number of insertions required
Please insert my Advertisement under beading
I enclose

dressed

Postal

FULL COLOUR POSTERS.
All 90p each. Post paid. Marc

TANDY'S famous mail order export service. Write today for free
catalogue plus lists of new releases

FAN CLUBS

ADVENTUR-

also

FOR SALE

WANTED

OUS? If so, you must not miss

LON-

Gaye, Four Tops, Supremes, etc.

DON and BIRMINGHAM. Be-

your singles and LPs. Please send
lists to RA.H. 51 Knole Road,
Dartford, Kent.

Box DE.2054.

the chance to makel exciting new
friends of the opposite sex. Write
-SA.M. (DM/4), Braemar House,
Queens Road, Reading.

Bedfordshire County Council for

all

ENGAGEMENTS

YOUNG MAN, age 16, requires
friends Manchester or anywhere.
-Box DE.2052.

under the name of B.M.I. Promotions, intends to apply to the

ites! Super -large
SAE: Music
Makers, 11 St. Mary's Grove,

you can obtain all your records

GUY, 21, seeks mod, lively,
attractive, girlfriend,
16/23. For romance, friendship.
Manchester, Oldham, Rochdale.area, aged 20-27.-Box DE.2053.

of music over the past ten years:
straight pop, teeny bop, progressive, Motown and mum's favour-

RECORDS WANTED

many.

or nearby.-

POPOGANDA . . . 1,000 everchanging pop titles constantly
available, covering everyone's kind

ment Partnership could be considered.-Enauiries c/o Managing
Director, Wilmington Agency, 60
Bold Street, Liverpool LI 4EA.

free:

GIRL 18, seeks boyfriend and

SEND Sp plus large s.a.e. for
our latest lists of Golden Oldies,
Soul, Pop, C&W, Rock 45s, to:
F. L. Moore (Records) Ltd., 167a
Dunstable Road, Luton, Beds.

FORD. Essex, England.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST
mail order export service for ALL

Herms, Berlin 11, Box 17/E, Gerfriends, Lancashire
Box DE.2050.

return service. All records supplied

Send 5p for lists of 45s and LPs to

WORLD WIDE PEN PALS.-

Details

FREE OF BRITISH PUR-

CHASE TAX. Send for lists. Speedy

Libby's Export Service

FOR F.R.A. Associate Membership, send S.A.E. to Free Radio
Association, 339 Eastwood Road,

Address

U.K.)

283 Soho Road, Birmingham 21

romantic,

The management reserve the right to refuse to insert any advertisement
and to make alterations necessary to the maintenance of its standards.
Advertisements cannot be accepted from commercial advertisers.

Place,

South Africa. -187 Tufnell Park
Road, London, N7. 607 5639.

Name

Avenue, Bristol BS7 OHL.

AD:

Abindon

Suffolk.

U.S.A.,

rFlease rush me details.

parts of the World (except

53

SPECIAL NOTICES

you personally, people who are

"NOTICE is hereby given that
Lyndon David John Norman residing at 58 Midland Road, Bedford and carrying on business

to all

Stoke-on-Trent (S.a.e.)

A complete relationship with
someone of the opposite sex
is a rare thing. We can help
you achieve it by selecting for

RECORD
EXPORT SERVICE

VERSE WRITERS: American
firms buy your work SAE details

Dee

31111

to WORLD WIDE
46
CLUB,
FRIENDSHIP
Cemetery Road, Denton, Manchester, M34 TER.
BLUSHING, Shyness, Nerves,
quickly mastered by my well -tried
remedy.-Details free from: Henry
Rivers (D.C.24), 2 St. Mary's
Street, Huntingdon, PE18 6PE.
TEENAGERS! Pen Friends any-

Rugby, Warwickshire, England.

Box DE.2051.

songs, 5 piece band, only £8.50.-

envelope

PUBLIC NOTICES

steady girlfriend, aged under 30.-

FANTASTIC DEMOs of your

PALS send a stamped addressed

BIG DEAL

Discs for sale:
Albums
Singles
Collectors items El

!

-S.a.e.: Box DE.2040.

Teenage

o'

Munchen
NOW.

f1,200 IN PRIZES. Send poems
for free opinion and subscription
details. Atlantic Press (CA), 122
Grand Buildings, London WC2N

where!

Address

WANTED

RECORDS FOR SALE

ATTRACTIVE MALE Accountant (black), 25, seeks romantic

YOUNG MAN seeks same for

All words in black capitals atter first two, 3p per word extra.
Box numbers: 2Gp
Advertisers are requested to supply one bank and ,two trade references should
the ad. contain a request for money. All classified advertisements must be prepaid and should arrive not later than first post Friday for Insertion In the
following week's Issue-Address communications to Classified Ad. Dept, "DISC
AND MUSIC ECHO.'' 161-166 Fleet Street. London. EC4P 4AA. Phone 01-353
5011. Ext. 92. Replies to a Box Number must be addressed to the "DISC AND
MUSIC ECHO" offices. Please make all remittances payable to "DISC AND
MUSIC ECHO". Cheque and P.05. to be crossed /&Co./. The management
reserves the right to refuse to Insert any Advertisement-even though accepted
and paid for-and to make alterations necessary to the maintenance of Its

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

Name
Address

!Cheque
I, Postal Order No

Sign

Heise
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E. C. RYDER in "Sea Sore"
THANK GOODNESS YOU'RE CURED
OF BELIEVING YOU'RE A CHARTERED

ACCOUNTANT AND NAVE 610 UP
ALL YouR SILLY FANTASIES. CAN
WE PLEASE NOW GET ON WITH

by J. EDWARD OLIVER

NOT TONIGHT,

WELL.NOw THAT I'VE

JOSEPHINE

BROUGHT YOU THE

LOST CORD, NY,'

I HAVE TO LOOK FOR MORE
WRONGS TO RIGHT -MORE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GOOD

MISSION Is COM- pups -MORE OPPORTUNITIES

Puri AND CAN
GET BACK TO
DRY LAND.

THE 670R4' ?

10 Awl SNIDE REMARKS
ABOUT POP PERSONALITIES -

4
NO

irtiv,mm4--rm TOO BUSY WITH me

BESIDES,' HAVE To USE THE MAGIC OF THE LOST \
CORD TO RETURN THE MUTATED ATIANTEANS
THE WAY THEY WERE BEFORE THE ATOMIC TASTE
WAS DUMPED IN THE SEA.
o

to

RECORD COMPANY. WHENEVER PURCHASE

HAvE TO ADJUST

TAX IS REDucED,
OUR PRICES AS sooN AS POSSHUE.

DOWN?_?)

13

MOW COME YOU'REY011,COME NOW-- I APPROVE
ALWAYS PUTTING OF FERRY (,)0C,Fiti BEING
PEOPLE DOWN?
MOVED TO 7A.o.k.
HOW COME YOU
--MAINLY SINCE I DON'T
NEVER APPROVE

OF ANYTHING?

ido.
A*4

Get UP UNTIL 10 !

WKIHERE S EVEN ONE
THING I LIKE ABOUT THE

I APPROVE OF RINGO'S

NEW CAREER AS A

CLIFF RICHARD SHOW.

PHOTOGRAPHER.

-I APPROVE OF ANVTIIIN6
THAT WILL 5109 HIM SINGH/S.

Ai IF CHARLIE

01015 ,Di
BRIAR COO
WOULD 6E15
CURRENT OAP

I APPROVE

--PROVIDING THEY'RE NOT

FOP FESTIVALS. HELD TONERE' LIVE. OF COURSE.

Return now to your ancient form,

Sincere,unspoiled and free!
--If only I Could do the same
for little Melanie.

S ABOUT TIME
RECORD PRICES

CAME DOWN.

elk

_.,011.11114

4r))

swi/On'ir ,
I'VE NEVER SEEN THEIR ORIGINAL

i HAVE A DUTY

FORM, BUT IT MI BE ANY MORE To STAY No

THE EVRIs
P 05

NAUSEATING THAN -(14e GAY

PERCHES

TAX

THEV ARE NOW.

e

ZREY"

111,1111,11,114tIell'

r ylia

*DON M.CLEAN IS

Ceb

MAKING A RECORD

111 WITAl!
LFIZTHs
ruRi4oVER!
*Aop PUN CONTEST'. THIS WEEKS WINNER Of THE E.C.ROER BONUS PRIZEWINNERS KIT FOR WINNING TENCE: IAN PRESTON (AGE 21 YEARS PHYRICALLY/MONNS MENYALLY). QUEENS RD., SEDGLEYi DUD LRY,WORCS.. wPio i5 AtAilmo A TV FILM ABOUT MOUNTAIN CLIMBING-TO St SHOWN AT PEAK PERIOD!

Next week: The writer of these "next week" captions is prosecuted under the Trade Discriptions Act.
SILLY PEEL

SCENE
POOR PETE

POST

....

Write to Pop Post, Disc and

PITY Pete Murray. Interviewing celebrities at Royal Film Performance, one

Music Echo, 161 Fleet

Street, London, EC4P 4AA

of the most frustrating TV jobs.
Albert Grossman, in London for

launching of his Bearsville label, adamantly refusing interviews about Bob

MELANIE
DEFENDS
MELANIE

Dylan.

TV documentary on "Tin Pan Alley"
interesting, but it could have been so
much more specific if planners had
sought professional advice. And Mickie
Most had extraordinarily long spot, didn't
he?

Dave Swarbrick still honeymooning in

the States, although rest of Fairport returned last week. Swarb, by the way,
has married an American painter called
Shawn.

Ten Years After have issued disclaimer
over Deram LP, "Alvin Lee and Co" being promoted as new album. Claim Chrysalis: "This is not a follow-up to TYA's
`A Space In Time' album. The tracks are

four years old, and the group is in no

about husband Maurice. "IT WAS HIS
TIGHT TROUSERS THAT CAUGHT

MY. EYE."
As someone summed up so succinctly
afterwards-"At this rate they'll be bigger

than the Who!" Who? Why, Slade, of
course. It was almost like good, old days
at London's "Ronnie Scott's" last week,
when Polydor held party for "Slade
Alive" album. The lads were leaping
around stage and climbing up amplifiers

a la Move and Who of old. But they
rather spoiled it all with unnecessary

crudeness and vulgarity, although showbiz audience didn't mind --even though
they steadfastly refused the band's appeal
to join in the excitement.

Thanks B&C for Rosalind Russell's
dancing clogs with the "Clogs" album ...
but she doesn't take size five. A pair of

My first argument is that he
considers any fan who will write
to be a "loony," what a silly ignorant assumption. Just how iany
average Elvis fans has he rr..it?
I gather part of his job is reviewing new singles, but he just

had to go and spoil himself by
having a dig, and a petty one at
that at Elvis himself. He seems to
think that Elvis does not listen
to his own records, Peel doesn't

either. He heard a song, nothing
more, he certainly did not listen
to the disc.
I had credited Peel with a little
intelligence. I was wrong just as
he was in saying Elvis leaves behind a
twisted ruin,
namely "Until." The whole of his
review is out of context with the
song which happens to be a very
song,

It's a far cry now from 1956, when the singer on the right of the photo changed

his name from plain ordinary Harold Jenkins to Conway Twitty-and became one
of the numerous facsimiles of Elvis Presley. He didn't like his new name, but

when "It's Only Make Believe" sold a million two years later-he changed his
mind. Today, like many old rockers, he's pounding the Country trail. And last

give us an office doggies team, though.
Captain Beefheart quite overcome by
all encores and standing ovations he's

getting round country. Meanwhile, Jimmy

Webb ecstatic that Beefheart is fellow
gliding enthusiast.
Tony Christie globe-trotting again with

new single title. After "Las Vegas" and
"Amarillo"-he warns "Don't Go Down
To Reno."

John Denver voted last year's "Best
Selling Folk Artist" in US - topping
Dylan,Kristofferson, Baez, Coffins and
Lightfoot.

Nice that NAB has been nipped in bud.
In States, Joe Cocker fan Marlon

Remember? DISC April 8, 1967
A MOST improbable team on tour together-Engelbert Humperdinck, Walker Brothers, Cat Stevens
and Jimi Hendrix Ex.

.

.

perience!

Harry Secombe the week's chart-topper-following Pet Clark to
No. 1 with his version of "This Is My Song."
Paul McCartney flies to America to rendezvous with Jane Asher for

her 21st birthday. Maurice Woodruff still predicting she'll wed
soon.

Sandie Shaw flies to Vienna to sing "Puppet On A String" at "Eurovision;" and admits she prefers men's after -shave to perfume!
Lulu releases Neil Diamond song, "The Boat That I Row," her first
record with Mickie Most.

Pete Murray incurs the wrath of the music press by claiming the

is

he

hopefully

don, S.W.19.

weekend he appeared at the C&W festival at Wembley, along with Loretta Lynn,
with whom he recently recorded.
three -and -a -half, seven and eights would

hadn't

or

thinking, going to say his dislike
for this disc is due to jealousy.
Peel has shown by his so-called
review just what a warped mind
he has. Heaven forgive him-the
Elvis fans won't. - Pennie Sayer,
Mostyn Road, Merton Park, Lon-

sti

. blame Buddah

Brando sat in on the singer's recording
sessions, then returned compliment by

MELANIE .

premiere of his "Godfather" film.
Asked how the group obtained their

I FEEL I must write and complain about the criticism "Garden
In The City" is receiving in all

"Look Wot You Dun" don't

poor quality of the album is being
thrust entirely on Melanie, but this
is totally unfair, as Buddah are the

pretend they have never heard
these? Funny how some people
don't like long hair, guitars and
discs isn't it?-Diane Ashcroft,

providing Joe and Co. with seats for
complicated

harmonies,

Temptations'

Richard Streeter remarked: "It's all ear,
man. You just listen to what the fellow
standing next to you is doing!" And talking to Streeter one gets impression that
even an outfit like Temps can get lost in
the immense machinery of Tamla Motown.

READERS LOSS

papers are "parasites."

Elvis Presley in Disc 25.3.72.

I am not, as he

of Lulu's first screen kiss

featured in national magazine at week-

end. But the shots have been cut out
of the film "The Cherry Pickers," and
the question posed is: Was she nude
for the scene? Do we really care? More
to the point was her quote in the story

It's Time For You To Go" by

sad love
noticed!

way involved in its release."
Pictures

MAYBE I shouldn't attack a poor

hard working boy such as John
Peel, but he asked for it when he
so nonchalantly reviewed "Until

Reader rang the other day com-

plaining of no refund on ticket bought
for proposed Grateful Dead date at now defunct Rainbow Theatre. Any other
similar grievances?

Lord Sutch having tough time con-

vincing American cops that he could
actually lose Rolls-Royce painted in

Union Jack design.

Clodagh Rodgers - new album and
single both titled "It's Different Now"
-claiming: "I've matured as an artist
and my musical outlook on life has
changed considerably. I'm no longer singing straight pop songs in the teeny -hop-

per image." Seems only other day Lulu
was saying same thing.
Expect Neil Young to do British dates

soon.

.

SO the Ministry of Education
don't like Slade's spelling of

music papers. The blame for the
culprits.

I quote from Disc, November
1971 when Melanie stated:
"But Buddah haven't given up
completely. They've just put out
an album of things that they had
in the can; things that were re23,

corded while we were just messing

about in the studio like five years
ago and were rejects then, and
they're promoting it as a new album. They wouldn't even give me
a chance to do the material again.
I asked if I could. I think they're

calling it 'Garden In The City.'
I just hope I can get to as many
people as possible and tell them

they? What about "Beanz Meanz

Heinz" or "Drinka Pinta Milka

Day?" Or are

they going to

Edgerly Drive, Tower Hill, Ofmskirk.

11111111111111111111111111

SEEKERS' SONG
DON'T blame the New Seekers
for losing us the Eurovision Song
Contest-blame the awful song
they were saddled with! You would

have thought that after Monaco

success last year with a powerful

about it. It's really a bad album."
I hope by this letter being printed that it will alter any future
criticism. Don't blame Melanie,

ballad, our song writers would have

to convey Melanie's wish of letting as many people as possible
know how bad she considers the

honours with a totally simple song.

blame Buddah for the album. And
I further hope this letter will help

album to be.-Colin Vaines, 2
Worcester Close, Shirley, Croydon,
Surrey.

come up with something better
than the usual computer rehash
of "Puppet On A String"/"Jack
In The Box." But no, and Luxembourg were left to clean up the
I just hope that the other mem-

bers of the EEC don't think this
is the best we can do, pop wise.Stephen

Robinson,

Charminster

Road, Worcester Park, Surrey.

DISC and Music Echo is published by Disc Echo Ltd., 161/166 Fleet Street, London EC4P 4AA (Telephone 01-353 5011) and printed by Oxley and Son (Windsor) Ltd., 2-4 Victoria Street, Windsor. American trade distributor: European Publishers Representatives Inc., 36 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y., 10023. Registered at the GPO as a newspaper. Printed in Great Britain. CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY: This periodical is sold subject to the following
conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the publishers first given, be lent, re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of trade at a price in excess of the recommended maximum price shown on
the cover; and that it shall not be lent, re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of trade; or affixed to or as part of any publication, or advertising, literary or pictorial
matter whatsoever. Distributed in Britain by IPC Business Press (Sales Distribution) Ltd.. 40 Bowling Green Lane, London, EC1 (01-837 3636).
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TRADE WINDS 26 in. flare two
quality

fia-a0+.5pp..p.

LEMA BOOTS

hi-igt 5e sp t p- 1 k p

Craftsman Made Solid Leather Boots.
These Boots Are Made From The
Finest Materials Available

Sizes Men 26, 28, 32. 34

DEPT. DME
pi.Girls 8e, 10c:olgur. 14. 16.fred
26 in. flare, washable, cotton drill.
Very high quality. Waist sizes 27. 34 ELMFIELD WAY
28. 29. 30, 31, 32, 33, 34
SANDERSTEAD for Cop half as lower half will

(f

Colours

Black,

Green,

Navy,

Maroon. Blue, Brown, Khaki, Purple

Girls please state waist and hip sizes

* TRIPlE Lassiter Soles

* 2' Stocked Heels

contrast
Colours Of Top half Black. Blue

SURREY

*

Green, Maroon, Brown

Please state second choice of
top half colour
also in' Velvet
Plain Velvet Loons, 26 in. flare. High Quality £9.60 plus 15p postage & packing. Colours
Black, Blue, Brown, Green, Maroon. Sizes Men 26. 28. 30, 32. 34. Girls 8, 10, 12. 14. 16.
\ 41
Please state second choice of colour.
thy/
r/ PPPOOPAPPOMP000B1,,,
ce,fr OPgP(gP0Cg0(500_000P_POCYVEePOPPOPPV
Please State second choice of

colour

ENGLAND

Exclusive!!
Irwo-ToRe
Velvet 14.85

GENUINE

Luang

Colour.

Cotton Drill Loons

-1""

-t lli

28in. flare. Sizes 27in. to 34in. in
inches.
Colours: Black, Maroon,

I

Grey.

INIENDE DEUV.

Brown, Dark Blue, Olive, Dark Green,

aka,. Brown.
Burgundy Red.
Dark Green,

Saes:

5..,,

bll Inc

KNEE-LENGTH

L11-50

DARK BROWN

BLACK

BLACK

BURGUNDY

CALF -LENGTH

BOTTLE GREEN

WINE

SMOKE GREY

BLUE GREY HAZE

SECONDARY CHOICE PLEASE

£10-50

MEN: 26-28-30-32-34

P&P MP -

GIRLS:STATE HIPS

comet

JEANS

£4.45 + 20p P & P

917FS:040

28in. flare and split -knee. Sizes 27in.
to 33ins. in inches. Colours: Black.

Colours: Black.
Grey. Bottle
Brown,
Gre

Brown, Maroon, Dark Green, Dark
Blue.

26"FLARE

Pa P 3,1+

22" Rue

Velvet Loons

(+15p P&P)

Pants

a Navy Slue

%

£2.00 + 20p P & P

boon

* Heavy Duty Nylon 7,p

Send Gheuue Or Postal Order To:

CM1;UPPLIES
DEPT. ME7.

LEMA BOOTS, Dept 13,

P.O. BOX 15, LUTON, LUI 4JL
Money Back Guarantee It Returned Unworn
In 7days,

u

taagrrirN6E,

Navy.en, Purple.

Maroon. Khaki.
Red, Yellow, Light
131
,
White.

Cord Loons

£3.80 + 20p P & P
inches.

LOON PANTS

ZrEpoira.

Sizes 27in. to 34in. In
Colours: As for velvet.

281n. flare.

Brushed Denim Loons

£2.80 + 20p P & P

Hard wearing 28" flare Cotton jeans.
Sizes: 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34.

Blue, Navy, Khaki,
Dusty Pink, Black,
Maroon, Brown.

28in. flare. Sizes 27in. to 341ns. in
inches. Colours: Charcoal, brown,
blue.

Entamt tEr.DM E28 Torn

ASTERISK

Dept DME, 17 Allesley

with
popular
Knee" design.
Sizes: 26, 28, 30, 32, 34.
Trousers

Colours: Black,
Navy, Maroon, Purple,
Brown, Green, Army Green, Grey, White,
Yellow.

CEPPEFONICE. PULL WWI
100(0141101flEE.S0oPOOROIECMEN),

When ordering please state 3 colours
in order of preference, for denim
loons state 2 colours (girls hip sizes
also). Full money back guarantee if
returned unworn within 7 days. Send
money to

CORD LOONSI 1E3.70 + 20p
Superb quality 28" Flare Cord

£2.10 + 20p

COTTON LOONS

SIZES' 242.030.32"a12.90
Colours:Light
PIP 20P

VELVET LOONS

£4.50 + 2op

28" Flare Velvet Loons.
Sizes: 26, 28, 30, 32, 34.
Maroon,
Colouis: Black,

Navy,

Colours:
Brown.
Pink.

BR

'

--

If it's
supply

P. & P. 20p

TWO - TONE,

made -we can
it! Trumpets.

tan/beige
/beige

£2.75 +

-anything that's

SPLIT

above

above without split
knee

157-9 Ewell Road,
SURBITON, Surrey.
Callers Welcome. Open all day Sat.

GENUINE

MOTHER KELLY
116 MANOR ROAD
MITCHAM, SURREY

size

this
winter in boots made to -measure especially
for you. Craftsman
Go

made,

FASHIONS

ESSEX

1

styles / lengths
available. Send

lb. bag

today for fully
illustrated bro-

chure,

measurement

with

and order form.

is a regular weekly feature.
For details and rates write to:
The Advertisement Manager
or phone 01-353 5011, ext. 452

chart

JOVAN SHOES Ltd. (DME)

69 DriffieId Rd., Bow, London E3 SNE

Tops' N T-SHIRTS
Never before at these prices the latest, greatest Unisex
Pop long sleeve Tank Tops similar to those worn by
the famous] James Taylor. Rod Stewart, Mark Bolan,
Jiml Hendrix. sizes XS, 5, M, L, in Red, Green. Blue.
Black or White as illustrated
ONLY 95p
Also Value in Olympic insignia, white short sleeve 'T'
Shirts, sizes incl. Boys 32" to 42"
ONLY 85p
Send P.O. plus 10p P.P. Money back guarantee.
Club 'T' Shirts a speciality, have your own crest.
Minimum

72

garments. Trade inquiries welcomed.

Fashion Ltd. ( t.TS2
S.111111 106 Glasgow Road, Blantyre, Glasgow
M2'1111

AIR,

£2.00
p&p 20p

Heavy duty cotton drill.
26" Bottoms. Burgundy.
Bottle Green, Olive
Green, Dove Grey,
Navy, Black
Chocolate.

Boys & Girls
State hip size. 33-38

Alternative colour.

Cheques, P.O. to:

SCRIMSHANKS LTD.
117 Leas Road,
Clacton -on -Sea, Essex.

Hendrix, James

Taylor, Clapton &
lots more.

AVAILABLE AT LAST "WARLOCK OF LOVE"
SCOOPS £1.25. T. SHIRTS & VESTS '75p, printed in Black on Blue,

Orange, Red, White, Lemon, Purple, Navy, Gold, Lettered designs

in SILVER on all colours (incl. Black).
SCOOPS £1.50. T. SHIRTS & VESTS £1. State size and give 2nd/3rd
colour choice. Please add 15p p and p per order (not per item).
also available printed

Our 1972 Brochure is now ready with
lots

more

goodies -joss sticks,

per-

fumes, flares and much more clobber!

Send 5p stamp now

MARC
BOLAN

LOON PANTS

leg zip. Many

C

Fla.)
resases

nPowillow

(inns.)

WHO,

DEEP

PURPLE, CURVED

140 NORTH ST.

fashionable

finest selected
leather or suede
with full inside

HOOPLE,
THE
GROUNDHOGS,

U) 0 HORNCHURCH

LEANER

FLARED SLEEVE

Cheques and P 0.s to

(DEPT.

BOLAN

RIX LIVES, TYA, MOTT

Send cheque or P.O. to.

TO

BARGAIN BASEMENT

Only E1.10 each; 15p p&p

15p p edp

waist

NO ALTERNATIVE CHOICE :)F- COLOUR
NECESSARY!

woo

5 Milldale Road, Totley Rise, Sheffield S17 4HR

Maroon.

State

(chicks - hip size)

11,11E43tIRE

Yes, gives real atmosphere at any party or record
session. Be first, be way out, be sure of a hit.
Four packets for only 45p (including postage).
Postal inquiries only
MILLDALE TRADING CO.

Green, Light Blue, and

£2.25 -t-

BELL MUSIC (DEPT. B.W. SI)

GENUINE INDIAN JOSS STICKS

suede and leather pieces, 45p per
( ostae includ d)

any one

in

PLAIN LOONS. As

today.

ue

As

£2.55 + 15p P &P.

and latest models. Bargains for
cash or H.P. terms. Call or write

Colours:,

Navy,

also images of

LED- ZEPPELIN, WISHBONE ASH, ELP, HEND-

15pp &p

KNEE.

colour.

Just off the press. All standard

Yellow. Cherry. Beige.

Maroon,

Dorrington House, 23 Richmond Place, Brighton, Sussex

STONES.

ONE COLOUR,

SEND for CATALOGUE

Fabulous Party I ea

bottle

green /beige. maroon

blown -at keen prices.

NDIA
JOSS
STICKS

SPLIT

KNEE heavy duty cotton
28" flares. brown/beige,

Cornets,
Trombones,
Horns, Saxophones Clarinets, Oboes, Flutes

Send cheque/P.O. to RECORDAWAY Ref. Dl,
Lamb House, Church Street, London, W4 2PB

TEE-SHIRT

Black,

Brown, Green, Light Blue, Pink.

TWINKLE TWINKLE LITTLE STAR (DME)

T.REX, YES, FACES,

INSTRUMENTS

P. & P. FREE for orders of 4 or more

Sizes: S, M, L.

Colours:

and

WOODWIND

'Fixa-T' suspended filing prevents records getting
damaged or distorted. Fix track. Peel strip from
runner. Position record cover, Press. Insert into
track. Each track 21 in, wide files 10-20 normal

LATEST STYLE

Sizes: 26, 28, 30, 32, 34

Navy, Maroon,
Green,
Rust,

LETTERED SCOOPS T SHIRTS &VESTS (Bags,

AND

-UNDER A SHELF!

Bags of

Flare Jeans, thick faded
Denim, with 4 patch pockets
and guaranteed to fade.

ORDER 4 PAIRS ADD YOU GET YOUR POSTAGE FREE!!

RECORDS STORED JUST WHERE YOU WANT

GENUINE

Bottle

24"

Send P.O./Cheque to:
Purple,

Coventry

size LPs.
TRACK WITH 10 RUNNERS £1.251

Black,

"Split

When ordering, boys state waist size (girls state hip size also), and
choice of 2 colours in order of preference, full money back guarantee.

Brown, Green.

Old Road,

BRUSHED DENIM
JEANS
1E2.70 ± 20p

MULTICOLOUR
DAYGLO
POSTER

20" x 30"
only available
from us!

50p
15p P.P.

Rush your
order now to:
JUST POSTERS
53 Perrysfield Rd.
Cheshunt, Herts.

23 Northgate,
Cottingham, Yorks
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hargain basement bargain basement bargain basement bargain 1104
INDIAN EMBROIDERED
BUTTON -FRONT
f1.50
p&p 15p

LOON PANTS

£2.10

Full

P&P 20P

Sleeve

Heavy duty

Indian embroidered button -front, in five
colours: Red, black, green, purple and
blue. When ordering state chest measurements, colour and alternative colour.

INDIAN EMBROIDERED
SCOOPNECK

BRUSHED

Up to 42" waist and 36"

JEANS

flares.

Very wellknown make.

Colours:
grey, brown,
blue denim,
purple, black,

£2.50

navy blue,
dark green,
and burgundy.
When
ordering boys
state waist
size,
girls state
hip size, colour
and alternative

MADE TO MEASURE

CORD & DENIM JEANS

DENIM

Cotton Trousers, 28 in.

" WRANGLER "

UNISEX

VELVET LOONS 13.25

Flare or parallel

2PPP

St:ae wait' and hip sizes, also inside leg measurement to floor. Chose from
four colours -BLACK. BURGUNDY. PURPLE or ORANGE. There is a standard
flare of 25 inches. Please state second colour choice with order. Cheque or

inside leg at Huge Discount
Prces. Lists Free.

P.O. to:

K. & A. DESIGNS

GASTHALTERS

44 Oldham Road, Manchester 4

17 SUNRIDGE off OVERNDALE ROAD
BRISTOL EI516 2RY

JOVAN SHOES LTD,rmismANNNEN

p&p 20p

Hard - wearing, tight-fiting. Brushed
Denim jeans
with
patch
pockets. Gua-

ranteed
to
fade. Colours

colour.

Light blue, black, navy blue, olive, dark
brown, brown. burgundy. Ideal for
warmer weather. When ordering girls

Delivery by return of post.

state hip size: boys state waist size, colour

FADED BRUSHED

DENIM LOONS

f1.85
p&p 15p
Embroidered Scoopneck in six
colours -Purple, Blue, Black, Green, Red
Indian

and Khaki. When ordering state chest
measurement,
colour.

colour

and

alternative

CALICO

£2.50 p&p 20p

and alternative colour.
ordering

When

state

measurements,

colours, alternative colours, goods required and name and address in block
capitals. Send s.a.e. for Free Catalogue,
etc.

4

Thick brushed denim trousers with
28

in.

flare.

In

brown,

faded

When ordering boys state waist size,
girls state hip size, colour and
alternative colour.

Dept. D 137 Blenheim Road,
Walthamstow, London, E.17

ONLY £1.75
plus p iS p 20p

4

Made in any colour leather and
with leather built 2)"
single or double leather
Price: Shorty Boots £12,
High Boots £14.

suede
heels,
soles.

99. H!GH BOOTS
Full-length

inside

alp.

Choice of double or single
sole and 21," leather -built

LOON PANTS

SMOCK

heel made in all colours,
leather or suede. Price: £12,

£2.50

15p p. & p.

COTTON JEANS

Can be worn with
anything or on
its own
Sizes: 10, 12, 14

28" FLARE
Sizes 27. 28, 29. 30, 31, 32, 33. 34.
Black,

Colours:

White only
Can be dyed
Money back

guarantee

Grey.

Green,

Purple, Army Green. Brown, Navy,
Maroon, Khaki.

78. MULTI -COLOUR

VELVET LOONS

PATCHWORK BOOT

I £4.70 + 15p p. &y.

1

Patchwork. Snakeskin. Price: Shorty
Boots £20. High Boots £25.

Sizes: 28. 30, 32, 34

133 MILANO RD.

Colours:

Black,

Maroon, Green,

Navy, Brown, Royal

LONDON W.9
ALLOW 21 DAYS

Blue.

CORD LOONS

illEM=MS

I

£3.80

20p p. & p.

v 170. FANTASTIC REAL

SPLIT KNEE with 28" Flare
Sizes 26, 28, 30,
State

IN 3 WEEKS

also)

SAMSARA

Learn quickly AT HOME
easy

"Read

nothing.

Easy explanations

PYTHON BOOTS

32, 34.

Made in only the following colours:
Dark
Brown, Natural, Beige,

Colours: Black, Navy, Bottle Green,
Dark Brown, Rust, Pink, Purple,
Beige.

20p p. & p.

PLATFORM

FAMOUS 24" FLARE JEANS

Made in any colour

Sizes: 26, 28, 30. 32. 34.

FREE BOOK TELLS HOW

ROYAL & ORANGE, GREEN & BROWN,
L/GREEN & D/GREEN, BLACK & ROYAL,

An amazing "No Play -No Pay" offer is
now open. Send today. Mention instrument preferred. Enclose
towards mailing costs.

2ip

stamp

MELODY SCHOOL OF MUSIC (4/82A)
STAMFORD HOUSE, LONDON W.4

8p
EACH

HOLLIES
PRESLEY
J. CASH
and all other top stars

BLACK, NAVY, MAROON, L/GREEN,
D/GREEN, BROWN, WHITE, PURPLE.
(state second colour choice)
Sizes: 27-34

I

FREE LISTS!
Send stamped addressed envelope toi
Dept. 2

280 BARKING ROAD,
PLAISTOW, LONDON, E.I3

Any colour leather or suede. Choice of single
or double sole. Price: £10.

26 inch Flair

VELVET LOON PANTS
COTTON
LOONS
only £2.20 (plus 15p p&p) colours:

NEIL DIAMOND
FAMILY

A
163. SHORTY BOOTS

BLACK & PURPLE
(state second colour choice)
Sizes: 26, 28, 30, 32, 34.
(girls state hip size)

(state second colour choice)
Sizes: 26, 28, 30, 32, 34.
(girls state hip size)

FROM

Boots £12

only £4.50 (plus 15p p&p) colours:

only £4.30 (plus 15p p&p) colours:
PLUM, BROWN, LIME, PURPLE, BLACK,
D/GREEN, NAVY, COPPER.

EX -TOP TWENTY RECORDS

Boots
Boots

covered
and 2)"
heel. Resin rubber
sole. Price: Shorty
High
£10.
Boots

IM11111111

Discover how YOU can start playing in a
matter of days, even if you don't know a
note to begin. Win success, friendships.

Shorty
High
£21.80.

leather or suede
platform
1"
with

Colours: ,Black,
Maroon, Navy.
Brown, Light Blue, Khaki, Pink.

SPLIT KNEE
TWO-TONE VELVET LOONS

Violet,
Red,
Yellow,
Tan.
of single or
leather sole.

2;" leather -built heels.

Price:
£16.80.

4 BOOTS

in thick, warm, faded denim.

and playing illustrations TELL and
SHOW you everything step by step.

Blue,
Green,
Choice
double

106. MEN'S

BRUSHED DENIM JEANS

(Dept. DME)

THE SCHOOL HOUSE
ALLENSMORE, HEREFORD

Then

Play" Lessons or it
costs you

waist size (girls state hip size
and choice of three colours

in order of preference.
Full money back guarantee.
Send P.O. or cheque payable to:

YOU 'LAY GUITAR
from

10.

Choice of double or single sole with 2.1"
leather -built heels. Price: Shorty Boots
£16.80. High Boots £20. Multi -colour

SAME STYLE IN QUALITY VELVET

CHS/P.O's to

ri

110. LEATHER BOOTS
WITH STARS

POSTAI BOUTIQUE

blue, apple green or salmon.

(girls state hip size)
Money back guarantee within seven days
Send P.O. or Cheque to:

FANCYPANTS

(Dept. DME2),

185 ROMAN ROAD, MOUNTNESSING,
BRENTWOOD, ESSEX

MEI NIMMONS= 11.1111111.11111ME Ell =MIMI IIIIIIMIIIIIIIIINIMMIN

<

FILL IN THIS COUPON TODAY, TICK FOR STYLE AND GIVE SIZE AND COLOUR
REQUIRED.
NAME
ADDRESS

STYLE NO

SIZE

Colour

Colour of stars (If style No. 110)
Double or single sole

SEND POSTAL ORDER OR CHEQUE TO JOVAN SHOES LTD., 69 DRIFFIELD ROAD,
BOW, LONDON, E3 5NE.
NM IBM MEM

M1E111E111 Min

I

JIM WEBB . . . "I
love my sailplane, up
their gliding by
myself for hours."

APRIL 8, 1972

by CAROLINE BOUCHER
the

periment to date at a fusion be-

though he is forced to admit he
does like being alone, and often
has to force himself into other

have not really been too successful. Jim tried it once before and

The

whole

concept

of

"loner" personality repels Jim alpeople's company.
"I mean I still haven't got mar-

ried at this ripe age, so that must
indicate something. And I love my

CALL it incongruous or inevitable but Jim Webb and Harry
Nilsson are currently both in London and the greatest friends.
It is incongruous because they both have a reputation of being
solitary people, strictly lonely workers.
It is inevitable because they bum and they've done a lot of
But they haven't and
are two of the greatest song- talking.
won't write songs together.
writers to come out of America
today, and both share the same

stamp of wistfulness.
They met a year ago in Lon-

don in the lobby of Jim Webb's
hotel, and since then Harry has
sung on a bit of Jimmy's new al-

"I couldn't

collaborate now,

and probably he couldn't either,"
says Jim. "If you collaborate it
takes you twice as long to write

-you can't just discard an idea,
you have to discuss it first. No,
I much prefer to write alone."

sailplane, being up there gliding

all by myself for hours. I'd rather

be alone when I'm writing, arranging or singing and playing in
the recording studio.
"When it's time to listen back
I'd rather have someone else
there because I'm more interested

in their reactions than my own.

I've learnt over the years that you
can't trust your own reactions, it
can mean nothing.

Jim is over here at the moment
to do an Albert Hall concert with
the London Philharmonic Orchestra. It is unfortunate that the ex -

tween rock and classical musicians
admits it was catastrophic;

but

this, he says, will be more successful.

"I've heard some efforts where
the orchestra plays a passage and
then the rock and roll band does
one and it develops into a battle
between bands. But the level of

musicianship

in

rock

and

roll

recently is very close to a lot of
legitimate musicians-there's very
little difference in some virtuoso
rock guitar players and some virtuoso violinists. There's no reason
why the two things shouldn't go
together.

"I've written

a

piece

called

"Whistletown"-I wrote it out on
the road last year. I play piano
and sing, and I've done arrangements and orchestrations for the
orchestra which have had to be
extended to take in a whole symphony orchestra,

because

when

we did it it was much smaller
groups in the studio where you
can make 20 strings sound like
60.

He's tall, tanned and handsomethe epitome, in fact, of the original

all-American male. Fair hair immaculately -combed, twinkling blue
eyes, and a totally disarming smile.
He always looks as though he's just

emerged from a laundry-spruce,
smart and positively glowing with
health and happiness.

He is, of course, a singer of no
mean talent. And although his hits
here in Britain maybe somewhat
infrequent-his fame in America
is

amazing.

Aside from the

arrive at his home by every post, he
hosts his own TV series,
commands astonishing sums

for shows, and started his
winning John Wayne.

Yet while his rise from cotton

singer has been no less im-

Hall, a rehearsal at Barking Town
Hall will also be recorded.
Jim has been busy recently. His
new solo album, "Letters" comes
out in April. Nilsson sang with

of course,

reliable acoustics of the Albert

pressive.
It all started,

"I'm getting more out of sitting

in my house-I used to stay

in

have no
there the whole time,
reason to leave it before but now
I've been playing piano on sesI

sions - other people's and I've

been around the studios a little

played piano for BJ
more.
Thomas on "Song For My
Brother" and did one for Glen
Campbell. Just things like that
which a year ago I wouldn't have
I

I

done. But the time was right, it
gradually
just felt right and
found myself reaching out, more
guess to other people than any
I

I

great artistic decision.
"I think human relationships

are the only important thing, so
that's really why I did it. I really
like to work with people sometimes and I think I'd forgotten
how much I enjoy it."
Writing

the

for

music

the

orchestra has given Jim the other

musical outlet he wanteik- for

some time he has complained of
how tired he gets of always writing verses and chorus -type songs.
"There's a piece on the concert

that's very free-no rhythm track,
no metre. Sometimes get stuck
in the verse and chorus rut and
I

I

have to jar myself to get out

of it."

CAMPBELL .
.
allAmerican male.
.

movie career opposite Oscar -

recorded, and because of the un-

producing.

re-

cording awards which seemingly

stars has been remarkable, his
own personal career as a

he was making his album
he also produced an album for
the Supremes which he enjoyed
doing and it kept his hand in at

MARKETED BY POLYDOR

entertainers.

full orchestra."
The resulting concert will be

time

From The Soul Source

might say, among the very elite of

-picking in the Deep South to
guitar -picking in the West for
some of the world's greatest

working and touring with over the
past couple of years. At the same

ML.) (

awards by the armful and beats
Dean Martin at golf. He is, you

The whole idea has been done
with varying degrees of success
but I'm looking forward to it, I've
always wanted to work with a

him on one track. otherwise Jim
used mainly musicians he's been

BETTY LAVETTE
Let Me Down Easy
I Feel Good (All Over)
V4hat I Don't Know (Won't
Hurt Me)

GLEN CAMPBELL met the Queen
Mother last week, has a titled lady
doing his publicity, collects music

with "By The Time I Get To

Phoenix," penned by the prolific Jimmy Webb, which gave

him an all-important No.

1

smash in the States and subsequently

swept -the -board
fistful of coveted

with a
Grammy awards in 1968. Al-

Highland
Glen
competent Mr. Campbell, who
has traced his ancestors back

through the Scottish Camp-

bells, made himself a very com-

fortable living over the years
until his breakthrough as a solo
star. This came prior to "Phoenix" and "Gentle On My

another Webb song, "Wichita
Lineman," a year later, before
he broke the British market.

Mind" actually, via a song
called "Turn Around, Look At
Me," and a stint on the
Smothers Brothers summer

was mainly to make his
"live" debut onstage (a special

and Richard Harris, Glen Camp-

though, he had to wait for
His recent trip to London

spastics charity), but it was
also linked with a TV spot to
promote his new single-the
Tony Macaulay tune "Oklahoma Sunday Morning"-and
a guest appearance at the
Royal Film Performance, when
he met the Queen Mother and
Princess Margaret.

Glen Campbell has a very

colourful background as a
having
musician,
back-up
worked sessions for some of
the biggest stars in the States.
In fact, he was even a
full-time Beach Boy for a
while. "I joined them for about
six months. I took Brian
Wilson's place initially, when
he wanted to put his mind on
writing and producing, rather
than going on -the -road and
doing concerts."
The sessions, of course, were

generously well -paid and the

TV show.

Alongside Fifth Dimension

bell did a lot to spread the
gospel according to Jim Webb.
"I haven't cut anything by him

for a long while now," he
admitted. "But we did talk a
couple of weeks ago and he
consented to arrange an old
track of his I've found called
Laughing,"
"Exit Clowns
which I'd like to see work out
for me."
Currently, the amiable Mr.
Campbell is into Kris Kristofferson, and features songs by
him and John Denver in his
act. He was particularly impressed by Tony Macaulay's
"Oklahoma Sunday Morning."
"I used the actual track he
recorded here in London," he
revealed. "The more I listened

to it-the more

I

realised

I

couldn't duplicate it myself.
So, in the end, I just put my
voice on it as it was."

by MIKE LEDGERWOOD

